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ABSTRACT

Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC) can improve the power quality by
injecting a voltage in series with the line and also can supply harmonics to the non
linear load. This work deals with the design and the simulation of the UPQC
system to improve the power quality in multibus system. The two bus system is
modeled using the elements of Simulink and it is simulated using MATLAB. A sag
is created by applying a heavy load at the receiving end. The sag is compensated by
using the UPQC. The harmonics required at the receiving end are supplied by the
inverter part of UPQC. The DC required by the UPQC is supplied by Solar cell and
Boost converter system. The simulation results are compared with the theoretical
results.

This work also deals with design, modeling and simulation of UPQC in eight
bus system to improve the power quality in multibus system. The UPQC system is
modeled using MATLAB. A dip in voltage is produced by applying a heavy load at
the receiving end. The sag is compensated by using the UPQC. The harmonics
required at the receiving end are supplied by the active filter part of the UPQC. The
simulation results of eight bus system are presented.

The present work deals with digital simulation of the UPQC in fourteen bus
system which mitigates the sag and reduces the losses. The simulation results of
fourteen bus system are depicted. The present work also deals with simulink
modeling of thirty bus system. Multiple UPQCs are proposed to improve the power
quality of thirty bus system.

Modelling and simulation of fifty bus system are also done and the results are
presented. Power quality improvement in fifty bus system is investigated.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General
Power electronics and power quality are irrevocably linked together as
it Strives to advance both broad areas. With the dramatic increases over the last 20
years in energy conversion systems utilizing power electronic devices, it is seen
that the emergence of 'power quality' and simple control algorithm modification to
this same technology can often play an equally dominant role in enhancing overall
quality of electrical energy available to end-users.

Power electronics has given, as an industrial society, a plethora of new
ways to manufacture products, provide services, and utilize energy. From a power
quality impact viewpoint, applications such as

1.

Switched-mode power supplies,

2.

DC arc furnaces,

3.

Electronic fluorescent lamp ballasts,

4.

Adjustable speed drives, and

5.

Flexible AC transmission components

are often cause for concern. From a utility supply system viewpoint, these
converter-based systems can lead to operational and life expectancy problems for
other equipment, possibly not owned or operated by the same party. It was from
this initial perspective that the field of power quality emerged.
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In most cases, the same devices and systems that create power quality
problems can be used to solve power quality problems. 'Problem solving'
applications such as
1. Active harmonic filters,
2. Static and adaptive var compensators, and
3. Uninterruptable power supplies
all utilize the same switching device technology as the 'problem causing'
applications.

As the number of potentially problematic power electronic based loads
have increased over time, the attention is given to enhanced converter control to
maximize power quality. Perfect examples of these improvements include:

1. Unity power factor converters,
2. Dip-proof inverters, and
3. Limited-distortion electronic lamp ballasts.

While many studies suggest increases in power electronic-based energy
utilization as high as 70-80% (of all energy consumed), it is equally clear that we
are beginning to realize the total benefit of such end-use technologies. Power
quality problems associated with grounding, sags, harmonics, and transients will
continue to increase because of the sheer number of sensitive electronic loads
expected to be placed.

1.2 Power quality
The term 'power quality' means different things to different people. To
utility suppliers, power quality initially referred to the quality of the service
delivered as 'measured' by the consumer's ability to use the energy delivered in the
desired manner. This conceptual definition included such conventional utility
planning topics as voltage and frequency regulation and reliability. The end-user's
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definition of power quality also centers around their ability to use the delivered
energy in the desired manner, but the topics considered can be much more specific
and include magnitude and duration of different events as well as wave shape
concerns. Fortunately, a good working definition of power quality has not been a
point of contention, and most parties involved consider 'quality power' to be that
which allows the user to meet their end use goals. The working definition is not
complicated by particular issues; engineers are well aware that topics from many
aspects of power engineering may be important. Power quality can be roughly
broken into a few categories as follows:
1.

Steady-state voltage magnitude and frequency,

2.

Voltage sags,

3.

Grounding,

4.

Harmonics,

5.

Voltage fluctuations and flicker,

6.

Transients, and

7.

Monitoring and measurement.

The remainder of this section discusses each of the major categories in turn.

1.2.1 Steady – State Voltage Frequency and Magnitude
In most areas of North America, steady-state frequency regulation is
not a significant issue due to the sufficient levels of generating capacity and the
strong interconnections among generating companies and control areas. In other
parts of the world, and North America under extreme conditions, frequency can
drive ¼ to ½ Hz during periods of insufficient generating capacity. Under transient
conditions, frequency can deviate up to 1-2Hz.

Frequency deviations can affect power electronic equipment that use
controlled switching devices unless the control signals are derived from a signal
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that is phase-locked with the applied voltage. In most cases, phase locks are used,
or the converters consist of uncontrolled rectifiers.

In either case, frequency

deviations are not a major cause of problems. In most cases frequency deviations
have more impacts on conventional equipment that do not use electronics or very
inexpensive electronic devices. Clocks can run fast (or slow), motor speeds can
drop (or rise) by a few revolutions per minute impact and are not considered a real
power quality problem.
Table 1.1 Ansi C84.1 Voltage Ranges
ANSI C84.1 voltage ranges. Range A is for normal conditions, Range
B is for emergency or short-time conditions.

Service Voltage (%)

Utilization Voltage (%)

Range A

114-125V

108-125V

Range B

110-127V

104-127V

Steady-state voltage regulation is a much more pronounced issue that
can impact a wide range of end-use equipment. In most cases, utility supply
companies do a very effective job of providing carefully regulated voltage within
permissible ranges. In North America, ANSI Standard C84.1 suggests steadystate voltage ranges both at the utility service entrance and at the point of
connection of end-use equipment.

Further-more, equipment manufacturers

typically offer equipment that is tolerant of steady-state voltage deviations in the
range of ±10%. Table 2.1 shows the voltage ranges suggested by ANSI C84.1,
with specific mention of normal (Range A) and contingency (Range B) allowable
voltages, expressed in percent.

Virtually all equipment, especially sensitive electronic equipment, can
be affected by voltage deviating outside the ±10% range. In most cases, over
voltages above +10% lead to loss of life, usually over times; excessive over
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voltages can immediately fail equipment. Under voltages below -10% usually
lead to excessive current demands, especially for equipment that has a controlled
output like an adjustable speed drive controlling a motor to a constant speed /
torque point. The impacts of these prolonged excessive currents can be greater
voltage drop, temperature rise in conductors. In the extreme, under voltages of
more than 15-20% can cause the equipment to trip immediately. In most cases,
such extreme under voltages are associated with system faults and the associated
protection system. These extreme under voltages are so important that they are
classified in a power quality category of their own, called voltage sags.
1.2.2 Voltage Sags
Other than improper grounding, voltage sags are probably the most
problematic of all power quality problems. A number of standards-making bodies,
including IEEE, ANSI, and IEC, are working on standards related to sags. In
most cases, sags are generally agreed to be more severe and outside of the scope
and they are temporary in nature due to the operation of system protection
elements. Because the electrical system is a continuous electrical circuit, faults in
any location will have some impact on voltages throughout the network. Of
course, areas closer to the faulted area will see a greater voltage sag due to the
fault than other, more (electrically) remote areas. Sags can originate anywhere in a
system, but are more pronounced in utility distribution systems because of the
greater exposure of low-voltage systems to the causes of short circuits.
Most utility companies implement distribution system protection in
what is known as a 'fuse saving' methodology. In overhead distribution / system,
two feeders (named 1 and 2) are supplied from the same substation transformer.
Each primary circuit has its own automatic circuit recloser (ACR).
With the protection system set up based on fuse-saving methodology,
any fault downstream of a fault will be cleared first by the substation recloser
followed by a reclosing operation (re-energization of the circuit) ½ to 2 seconds
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later. If the fault is still present, the closer fuse should blow to permanently isolate
the fault.

For a fault on the load side of fused Tap 2, customers on Feeder 1 will
see a voltage sag determined by the system land transformer impedance at the
substation. Because this impedance is typically in the same order (or larger) as the
feeder circuit impedance, a sag in substation bus voltage of 50% is common. This
sag will persist until Feeder 2 is cleared by the recloser opening. When the
recloser re-energizes the circuit, a permanent fault will still be present and the
substation bus will again experience voltage sag. Of course, any sag in substation
bus voltage will be delivered directly to all customers on Feeder 1, even though
there is no electrical problem on that feeder.

Voltage sags are probably the most common power quality problem
that is 'given' to the end-user by the supplying utility. However, improper
equipment grounding is responsible for the vast majority of power quality
problems on the customer's side.
Voltage sags cause interruption to the production with raw material loss
in the production lines and damage in electronic boards. This has been a major
complaint by big customers like large industrial firms, It may be ranked as the
second complaint of power quality after the harmonics. However, the extent of
damage and business interruption due to the voltage sag is higher than the
harmonics. Most of the electronic equipments cannot be repaired locally and have
to be imported from the manufacturer, which takes large time and cost high. The
harmonics, damaging capacitors and cables, with higher occurrence than voltage
sags, are more easy to repair by substitution from the local market. The problem is
more severe in large industrial areas where cables and substation are highly
loaded. In some cases where the voltage sag lasted to many cycles, damage to
motors has been recorded. The use of reactive compensation is more feasible from
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the economic point of easy installation and maintenance. (Fabio Tosato and
Stefano Quaia 2001).

Voltage sag may be defined as momentary decrease from 0.1-0.9 p.u, in
the RMS voltage magnitude at the power frequency for duration from 0.5 cycle to
one minute. Its main reasons are large motor starting and electrical faults
associated with heavily loading of cables and transmission systems. Due to their
small duration, voltage sags do not cause damage to motor or large equipments,
although they cause some stresses on the insulation and disturbance to the
operation. However, they can disrupt electronic equipments such as variable speed
drives, Personal Computers etc., thus disrupting the operation (McGranaghan et.
al. 1993)

1.2.3 Grounding
Grounding of equipment was originally conceived as a personnel safety
issue. However, the presence of an electrical conductor that is at zero potential has
been widely used in many power electronic and microprocessor-controlled loads.
The electrical systems in residential, commercial, and industrial facilities fall
under the purview of the National Electric Code which establishes specific criteria
for grounding of equipment. While it was once thought that proper grounding
according to the NEC was detrimental to power quality concerns, these opinions
have gradually faded over time.
From a power quality perspective, improper grounding can be considered of three
broad categories:
1. Groups loops,
2. Improper neutral-to-ground connections, and
3. Excessive natural-to-ground voltage.
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The group loop problem is a significant issue when power,
communications and control signals all originate in different locations, but come
together at a common electrical point. Transients induced in one location can
travel through the created ground loop, damaging equipment along the way.
Improper neutral-to-ground connections will create a 'noisy' ground reference that
may interfere with low-voltage communications and control devices. Excessive
neutral-to-ground voltage may damage equipment that is not properly insulated or
that has an inexpensive power supply.
For any shift in ground potential for the power circuit, often caused by
lightening, potentially large currents can flow through the grounding circuits and
through the sensitive electronic equipment. Such currents can easily lead to
equipment damage. Situations like these are common in
1. Residential areas, if power and telephone grounds are not the same, and
2. Commercial and industrial complexes consisting of multiple buildings
with linking communications, computer, or control circuits when each
building has its own power service (and therefore ground).
Load current returning in the neutral conductor will, at the point of
improper connection to ground, divide between neutral and ground. This current
flow in the ground conductor will produce a voltage at the load equipment, which
can easily disrupt equipment operation.
For load equipment that produces significant voltage drop in the
neutral, such as laser printers and copying machines when the thermal heating
elements are on, the voltage from the neutral to the ground reference inside the
equipment can exceed several volts. This voltage is sufficient to damage printed
circuit boards, disrupt control logic, and fail components.
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1.2.4 Harmonics
In most cases, power electronic equipment is considered to be the
'cause' of harmonics. While switching converters of all types produce harmonics
because of the non linear relationship between the voltage and current across the
switching device, harmonics are also produced by a large variety of
"conventional" equipment including:
1. Power generation equipment (slot harmonics),
2. Induction motors (saturated magnetics),
3. Transformers (over excitation leading to saturation),
4. Magnetic-ballast fluorescent lamps (arcing), and
5. AC electric arc furnaces (arcing).
All these devices will cause harmonic currents to flow, and some
devices actually directly produce voltage harmonics.
Any alternating current flow through any circuit at any frequency will
produce a voltage drop at that same frequency. Harmonic currents, which are
produced by power electronic loads, will produce voltage drops in the power
supply impedance at those same harmonic frequencies. Because of this inter
relationship between current flow and voltage drop, harmonic currents created at
any location will distort the voltage in the entire supply circuit.
In most cases, equipment is not overly sensitive to the direct impacts of
harmonic current flow. However, equipment heating is a function of the RMS
value of the current, which can significantly exceed the fundamental frequency
value when large harmonic components are present. It is because harmonic
currents produce harmonic voltages that are is a real power quality concern.
Most equipments can operate satisfactorily as long as the voltage
distortion at the equipment terminals do not exceed around 5%. Exceptions to this
general rule include ripple-control systems for converters (which are impacted by
small even-order harmonics) and small harmonics at sufficiently high frequency to
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produce multiple zero crossing in a wave-form. (Note that voltage notching due to
simultaneous commutation of switching devices can also create multiple zero
crossings).
Converters that have a time-limited firing signal can directly suffer
from excessive voltage distortion. For a six-pulse converter, a maximum time of
1/(6x50) seconds is available to turn on a switching device. Similarly, for a
twelve-pulse converter, a maximum of 1/ (12x50) is available to turn on a
switching device. Considering that all switching devices have a short (but
nonzero) turn-on time, manufacturers tend to design drive circuits that bring up the
firing pulse for a limited amount of time.

For example, a firing pulse is maintained for 100 ps and the device
must begin conduction at that time. In situations where voltage distortion is
excessive, the device to be switched could be reverse biased during the first
several milliseconds of the time available for device firing during which time
conduction cannot begin. If the firing signal is removed before the certain classes
of switching devices which are correctly biased, conduction will not begin at all.
This situation, commonly called a 'misfire', can lead to equipment mis operation
and failure.
Because some switching devices can conduct in both directions when
the firing signal is applied (but only one direction is intended to carry appreciate
current), applying the firing pulse at a time when the voltage is of the wrong
polarity can destroy the device. Excessive voltage distortion can certainly lead to
such a situation, and manufacturers typically design products to function only
under limited-distortion conditions.
Because of the numerous potential problems with harmonic currents,
standards exist for their control. The IEEE takes a more 'system-level' point of
view and prescribes limits for harmonic currents for a facility as a whole,
including one or more harmonic producing loads.
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1.2.5 Voltage Fluctuations and Flicker
Voltage flicker is not directly caused by electronic loads except in the
largest of applications. Voltage fluctuations, and the corresponding light flicker
due to them, whereare usually created by large power fluctuations at frequencies
less than about 30 Hz. In most applications, only

1. Large DC arc furnaces and welders,
2. Reactive power compensators, and
3. Cyclo converters
are potentially problematic. Each of these types of end-use devices can create
large, low-frequency (about 30 Hz or less) variations in the system voltage, and
can therefore lead to voltage flicker complaints. At this time, the IEEE prescribes
a 'flicker curve' based originally on research conducted by General Electric. The
IEC, however, has adopted a different methodology that can consider voltage
fluctuations and flicker that are more complex than those considered by the IEEE
flicker curve.
Most equipment are not sensitive to the voltage fluctuations that cause
flicker complaints. The change in output of incandescent lamps as viewed by
human observers becomes objectionable at levels of change around 0.3%, but
Electronic equipment will not be affected at all. Because most utility supply
companies limit voltage fluctuations, regardless of the frequency of repetition, to
less than a few percent, equipment malfunction or damage due to flicker is very
rare.
Because of the advances in power electronics that have offered devices
with higher power ratings, reactive compensation systems have been developed to
compensate for voltage fluctuations by adding or removing reactive power from
the supply circuit. These devices have allowed large flicker-producing loads like
arc furnaces to be served from utility circuits. However, because the compensators
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can directly impact system voltage, they can create flicker problems if they are not
properly applied and controlled.

1.2.6 Transients
Transients, especially in the voltage supply, can create numerous power
quality problems. The major sources of transients are
1. Lightning,
2. Utility circuit switching and fault clearing,
3. Capacitor switching and 4. Load switching.
Lighting events can create the most severe over voltages, but these
transients decay rapidly. A typical lightning transient has decayed to zero in a few
hundred microseconds, but it can reach a peak magnitude of several hundred
percent if not controlled with surge suppression devices. Other categories of
transients associated with power system switching are much smaller in magnitude,
but at least in the order of several hundred milliseconds. Considering the energy
available in a transient, therefore, there is considerable overlap in the range of
severity of lighting and switching transients. It is the available energy that
typically determines whether or not equipment will be affected or damaged. The
device's protection system sees these over currents as a fault, and trip the drive.
Similarly, the over voltage at the terminals can be passed through to the DC bus
and accumulate, where the drive may trip due to over voltage on the DC bus.
1.2.7 Monitoring and Measurement
To consider or to diagnose power quality related problems, it is
imperative to measure various power quality parameters. Several different
categories of monitoring and measurement equipment exist for these purposes,
with various costs for fully equipped disturbance analyzers.

The most basic category of power quality measurement tool is the
hand-held voltmeter. It is important that the voltmeter be a true-rms meter, or
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erroneous readings will be obtained, that incorrectly suggest low or high voltage
when harmonics are present in the signal. It is especially important to have true
rms capability when measuring currents; voltage distortion is not typically severe
enough to create large errors in the reading of non-true-rms meters. Virtually all
major measurement equipments are true-rms meters.

The next step up from the basic voltmeter is a class of instruments that
have come to be called 'power quality analyzers'. These instruments are hand held
and battery powered. These instruments can measure and display various power
quality indices, especially those that relate to harmonics like THD, etc., and can
also display the input waveform. New models feature 20MHz (and higher)
bandwidth oscilloscopes, inrush measurements, time trending, and other useful
features. Manufacturers such as Fluke, Dranetz, BMI, and Tektronix offer these
types of instruments.

In most power quality investigations, it is not possible to use handheld
equipment to collect sufficient data to solve the problem. Most power quality
problems are intermittent in nature, so some type of long-term monitoring is
usually required. More advanced long-term monitors can record numerous power
quality events and indices, including transients, harmonics, sags, flicker, etc.
These devices are often called 'line disturbance analyzers'.
It is important to use the right instrument to measure the phenomenon
that is suspected to cause the problem. Some meters record specific parameters,
while others are more flexible. With this flexibility comes an increased learning
curve for the user, so it is important to spend time on them before going out to
monitor, to make sure all aspects and features of the equipment are understood.

It is equally important to measure in the correct locations. The best
place to measure power quality events is at the equipment terminals that are
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experiencing problems. With experience, an engineer can evaluate the waveforms
recorded at the equipment terminals and correlate them to events and causes
elsewhere, in the power system. In general, the farther away from the equipment
location the monitoring takes place, the more difficult it can be to diagnose a
problem.

1.3 Summary
The fundamentals of power quality are presented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 General

The flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) concept based on
applying leading edge Power Electronics Technology to existing AC transmission
systems, improves the stability to increase usable power transmission capacity to
its thermal limit. A UPFC can simultaneously provide control of the transmission
line impedance, phase angle and voltage.

The UPFC is constructed from two power electronic inverters which
are connected together by a common DC link. Two transformers are used to
isolate the UPFC and to match the voltage levels between the power system and
the power electronic inverters. One of the inverters is connected to the
transmission line. The series connected inverter can generate a voltage which can
have adjustable magnitude and phase angle. This inverter therefore can provide
both real and reactive power to the transmission line. The second inverter
primarily provides the real power required by the series inverter and it can also
operate as an independent VAR compensator. Therefore the UPFC can control the
flow of real and reactive power in the transmission line.

The two VSIs can work independently by separating the DC side. So in
that case, the shunt inverter operates as a STATCOM that generates or absorbs
reactive power to regulate the voltage magnitude at the connecting point. The
series inverter operates as SSSC that generates or absorbs reactive power to
regulate the current flow, and hence the power flow on the transmission line is
regulated.
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The UPFC can be used to improve the power quality due to the separate
controlling capability of real and reactive power. In this proposed work two bus
system is modeled and simulated with UPFC. 14 bus system is also modeled and
simulated with or without UPFC. The real and reactive power are investigated and
observed. The real power increases with the increase in the angle of injection. The
reactive power increases with the shunt voltage injection.
2.2 Literature Survey
From IEEE Transaction power delivery the UPFC, which was proposed
by Gyugyi in 1991, is one of the most complex FACTS devices in a power system
today. It is primarily used for independent control of real and reactive power in
transmission lines for a flexible, reliable and economic operation and loading of
power system. Until recently, all three parameters that affect real and reactive
power flow on the line, i.e. the line impedance, voltage magnitudes at the
terminals of the line and power angle, were controlled separately using either
mechanical or other FACTS devices such as a Static Var Compensator (SVC), a
Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC), a phase shifter etc. However, the
UPFC allows simultaneous or independent control of these parameters with
transfer from one control scheme to another in real time. Also, the UPFC can be
used for voltage support, transient stability improvement and damping of low
frequency power oscillations.

UPFC which consists of a series and shunt converter connected by a
common DC link capacitor can simultaneously perform the function of
transmission line's real and reactive power flow control in addition to bus voltage
shunt reactive power control (Schauder et. al. 1998). The shunt converter of the
UPFC controls the UPFC bus voltage/shunt reactive power and the DC link
capacitor voltage. The series converter of the UPFC controls the transmission line
real/reactive power flows by injecting a series voltage of adjustable magnitude and
phase angle (Renz et. al. 1999). The interaction between the series injected voltage
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and the transmission line current leads to real and reactive power exchange
between the series converter and power / system. Under steady state conditions,
the real power demand of the series converter is supplied by the shunt converter
(Mihilac et. al. 1996). But during transient conditions, the series converter's real
power demand is supplied by the DC link capacitor. If,the information regarding
the series converter's real power demand is not conveyed to the shunt converter
control system, it could lead to the collapse of the DC link capacitor voltage, and
the subsequent removal of the UPFC from operation. Very little or no attention
has been given to the important aspect of co ordination control between the series
and the shunt converter control systems (Padiyar et. al. 1998 and Round et. al.
1996).
From European Journal of scientific research, in contrast to real power
coordination between the series and shunt converter control system, the control of
transmission line reactive power flow leads to excessive voltage excursions of the
UPFC bus voltage during reactive power transfers. This is due to the fact that any
change in transmission line reactive power flow achieved by adjusting the
magnitude/phase angle of the series injected voltage of the UPFC is actually
supplied by the shunt converter. The excessive voltage excursion of the UPFC bus
voltage is due to the absence of reactive power coordination between the series
and the shunt converter control system. This aspect of UPFC control also has not
been investigated (Nashiren.F;Mailah et. al. 2009).

From IEE proceedings – Generation, Transmission and Distribution,
the feasibility of achieving a dynamic voltage restoration without the use of the
injection transformer is investigated by Li et. al. (2002). The injection transformer
used in the conventional DVR is expensive, bulky and contributes towards losses.
From the design, operation and maintenance point of view, the transformer is an
added complexity to the restorer. Investigation is made into the feasibility of the
DVR without the injection transformer. It shows that by introducing a separate DC
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link/energy storage in each phase, and a cascaded switch/ inverter connection as
well as online energy replenishing charging circuitry, the proposed transformerless DVR can satisfactorily mitigate the voltage sag problems. The design is
promising, as it indicates a less costly restorer of a more compact structure.

Hongfa Ding et. al. (2002) presented a novel DVR consisting of a
conventional three phase voltage source inverter together with an emitter follower
and it is applicable in unbalanced three phase four wire power distribution system.
The three phase voltage source inverter is used to eliminate the adverse influences
of the negative sequence components of the load voltage and to restore the load
voltage to the given level, while the emitter follower is used to eliminate the zero
sequence components.

The modeling aspects of the DVR working against voltage sags by
simulation in the PSCAD/EMTDC have been presented by Nguyen et. al. (2004).
First, a DVR using a six-pulse inverter, and a three phase Root Mean Square
(RMS) voltage measurement and sine wave PWM control was described. The
DVR prevents excellent performance to protect critical loads against balanced
voltage sags. Then, a DVR using single-phase RMS voltage measurement, which
works very well against not only balanced voltage sags but also unbalanced ones,
resulting from both single line and line -line faults was presented. Finally, the
study of the DVR capability and performance was examined thoroughly.
Chairs Fitzer et. al. (2004) presents and verify a novel voltage sag
detection technique for use in conjunction with the main control system of a DVR.
It is necessary for the DVR control system not only to detect the start and end of
the voltage sag but also to determine the sag depth and any associated phase shift.
The DVR, which is placed in series with a sensitive load, must be able to respond
quickly to voltage sag. A problem arises when fast evaluation of the sag depth and
phase shift is required, and this informer is not readily available to either user
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monitoring the state of the grid or parallel controllers. Typical standard
information tracking or detection methods such as the Fourier transform or phaselocked loop are too slow in returning this information. As a result of this the
voltage sag detection method in this work proposes a new matrix method, which is
able to compute the phase shift and voltage reduction of the supply much quicker
than the Fourier transform.

Kaifei Wang et. al. (2004) described an uninterrupted three phase DVR
based on three phase four wire inverter. A rectifier is used to supply the inverter of
DVR and it makes the DVR compensate sag continuously. The soft phase locked
loop method is used to detect the source voltage. The inverter is controlled by
voltage space vector PWM algorithm that is different from the traditional method.

Hyosung Kim and seung-Ki Sul (2005) discussed the control of the
compensation voltages in dynamic voltage restorers (DVR). The power circuit of a
DVR system is analyzed in order to come up with control limitations and control
targets for compensation voltage control. Based on this power stage analysis, a
combined feed forward and state feedback control structure for the compensation
voltages of DVRs is developed. Digital control systems normally have control
delay from the sampling period, the switching frequency of the inverter, the sensor
transmission time, etc. The control performance related with the control delay,
closed loop damping factor, and the output filter parameters in DVR systems are
analyzed and design guidelines are proposed for the control gains and the inverter
switching frequency of DVRs.
Oscar and Prasad (2005) developed an algorithm that provides a
reliable and fast detection method for voltage disturbances, such as voltage sags,
swells, flicker, frequency change in the utility voltage and harmonic distortion.
The algorithm is based on the theory that allows a set of three phase voltages
which can be presented as DC voltages in a d-q synchronous rotating frame. In
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this work, the utility input voltages are sensed and then converted to DC quantities
in the d-q reference frame. Thus any disturbance / at the utility input voltage will
be promptly reflected as disturbances in the d-q values. The analysis, simulation
and experimental results are presented for a three phase system.
The performance of a DVR in mitigating voltage sags/ swells is
demonstrated with the help of MATLAB. The DVR handles both balanced and
unbalanced situations without any difficulty and injects the appropriate voltage
component to correct any anomaly in the supply voltage to keep the load voltage
balanced and constant at the nominal value. In the case of voltage sag, which is a
condition of a temporary reduction in the supply voltage, the DVR injects an equal
positive voltage to correct it. On the other hand, the voltage swell case, which is a
condition of a temporary increase in the supply voltage, the DVR injects an equal
negative voltage in all the three phases, which are anti-phase with the supply
voltage. For unbalanced conditions, the DVR injects an appropriate unbalanced
three phase voltage component, positive or negative, depending on whether the
condition is an unbalanced voltage sag or unbalanced voltage swell (Paisan
Boonchiam et. al. 2006).
Bingsen Wang et. al. (2006) described the detailed design of a closer
loop regulator to maintain the load voltage within acceptable levels in a DVR
using a transformer coupled H bridge converters. The multiloop regulator with
complex state feedback decoupling is designed with an inner current loop and
outer voltage loop. Detailed numerical simulation has been carried out using
MATLAB to verify the power circuit operation and control scheme. A laboratory
scale experimental prototype was developed that verifies the, power circuit
operation and controller performance. The experimental results indicate an
excellence with the digital simulations.
Poh Chiang Loh et. al. (2004) described a detailed analysis on Z source
inverter modulation, showing how various conventional PWM strategies for
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controlling a conventional VSI can be modified to switch a voltage type Z source
inverter either continuously or discontinuously. Through the proper placement of
shoot-through states, Z source inverter modulation can be made to reproduce the
desired performance features of various reported conventional PWM strategies.
The theoretical and modulation concepts presented have been verified both in
simulation and also experimentally.
Mahinda Vilathgamuwa et. al. (2006) proposed a new topology based
on the Z source inverter for the DVR, in order to enhance the voltage restoration
property of the device. The Z source impedance network along with the shootthrough capability of the proposed inverter would ensure a constant DC voltage
across the DC link, despite dwindling voltage in the storage devices connected in
the DC link during the process of voltage compensation. A new topology derived
from the Z source inverter enhances the capability of the DVR through better
utilization

of

the

stored

energy.

Moreover,

it

incorporates

enhanced

electromagnetic of the developed DVR system and its controller was tested with
simulations and experiments. It was observed that the DVR compensates the
disturbance caused by a sag effectively, while utilizing the stored energy fully by
the use of the buck -boost capability of the proposed Z source inverter.

Liew Zhan Liu et. al. (2007) presented a dynamic Voltage Restorer
(DVR) system using a three dimensional space vector pulse width modulation
(3D-SVPWM). In the proposed 3D-SVPWM control scheme, the inclusion of
zero-axis, in addition to conventional alpha-beta axes, enables the mitigation of
zero sequence components. The two null switching vectors, which are located at
the origin in alpha-beta two dimensional spaces, are now separated into two totally
independent vectors in the opposite directions. It is a versatile voltage sag
compensating solution that can be applied to restore fault-affected three-phase
power system.
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Rosli Omar and Nasrudin Abd Rahim (2008) discussed the control for
DVR biased on d-q transformation. A control system is based on d-q technique in
which a scaled error of the source side of the DVR and its reference for
sags/swells/correction, has been presented. The DVR compensates the sags/swells
quickly and provides excellent voltage regulation. The DVR handles both
balanced and unbalanced situations without any difficulties and injects the
appropriate voltage component to keep the load voltage balanced and constant at
the nominal value.
(Chi- Seng Lam et. al. 2008) discussed Voltage swell and over voltage
compensation problems in a diode bridge rectifier supported transformer-less
coupled DVR. When a swell or over voltage happens, applying a conventional in
phase or phase invariant boosting method causes a rapid rise in the DC link
voltage, which may damage the storage capacitors and switching devices, and
increase the switching loss. This work proposed a novel unidirectional power flow
control algorithm with DVR maximum compensation limit consideration, which
can effectively suppress problems of a continuous rise in the DC link voltage. The
simulation and experimental results for unbalanced voltage swell compensation
are presented.
Chellai Benachaiba and Brahmin (2008) describe principles of DVR
and voltage restoration methods at the point of common coupling. The problem of
voltage sags and swells and its severe impact on sensitive loads are well known.
One of those devices used to solve this problem is the Dynamic Voltage Restorer
(DVR), which is the most efficient and effective modern custom power device
used in power distribution networks. Its appeal includes lower costs, smaller size,
and fast dynamic response to the disturbance.

Ahmed A. Helal and Mohamed H. Saied (2008) presented a DVR
based on a new firing control strategy for the three six switch VSI. In this firing
control strategy, one of the three- inverter legs is to be intentionally opened, one
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per time in a pre-planned sequence. This strategy combines the commonly used
180" and 120° conduction modes to generate a new operating mode, defined as the
150° conduction mode. Thus, the inverter primarily obtains a seven level, 12 step
output voltage waveforms, which resemble the sinusoidal wave shape.

Naidu and Fernandes (2009) decribed the closed loop control of a four
leg VSC based DVR. The three phase input variables are resolved into positive,
Negative and zero sequence components using a weighted, recursive, least square
estimator. A laboratory model of the restorer has been constructed and its
performance has been tested by simulation using MATLAB and experiments.

Sasitharan and Mahesh K. Mishra (2009) proposed a filter structure for
improving the performance of switching band controller based DVR. The control
method of the VSI inherits merits, such as fast dynamic response, robustness, zero
magnitude/phase errors and ease of implementation. The proposed filter structure
and the adaptive band controller for the DVR are presented by carrying out
PSCAD simulation studies.

Ahad. Kazemi and Ali Azyhadast (2009) described the design and
operation of a three phase DVR, including control strategies which are evaluated
through simulation studies. The simulation results show that the proposed voltage
sag compensator is able to protect sensitive loads against short term voltage
disturbances, and can be an attractive alternative to low short term voltage
disturbances, and also can be an attractive alternative to low voltage
Uninterruptible Power Supply. Compared with the conventional DVR topologies,
the voltage sag compensator considered here, presents the advantages of reduced
switch count, no energy storage systems and the smaller ratings of the power
converters. The use of converters with a reduced number of switches, however,
increases the overall rating of the DC link capacitor bank.
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Jowder (2009) proposed a DVR which can compensate deep and long
duration voltage sag and simultaneously compensate steady state harmonics. The
DVR consists of shunt and series converters connected back-to-back through a DC
to DC step-up converter. The presence of the DC to DC converter permits the
DVR to compensate deep voltage sags for a long duration. The series converter is
connected to the load side. With this configuration, there is no need for large DC
capacitors. A design procedure for components of the DVR is presented under a
voltage sag condition. The control system of the proposed DVR is based on
hysteresis voltage control. Besides voltage sag compensation, the capability of
compensating load voltage harmonics has been added to the DVR to increase the
power quality benefits to die load, with an almost negligible effect on the sag
compensation capability. The proposed DVR is modeled and simulated using the
MATLAB/SIMULINK package.

The modeling and simulation of a DVR using PSCAD/EMTDC has
been presented by Rosli Omar and Nasrudin Abd Rahim (2009). The efficiency of
the DVR depends on the efficiency of the control technique involved in switching
the inverter. The DVR handled both balanced and unbalanced situations without
any difficulty, and injected the appropriate voltage component to correct rapidly
any anomaly in the supply voltage to keep the load voltage balanced and constant
at the nominal value. The results of the PSCAD/ EMTDC simulation also verify
the proposed control algorithm based on the space vector modulation technique to
generate the pulses.

Pedro et. al. (2009) proposed a repetitive controller which has a fast
transient response and ensures zero error in the steady state for any sinusoidal
reference input and for any sinusoidal disturbance whose frequencies are an
integer multiple of the fundamental frequency. To achieve this, the controller has
been provided with a feed forward term and a feedback term. The design has been
carried out by studying the stability of the closed loop system including possible
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modeling errors, resulting in a controller which possesses very good transient and
steady state performances for various kinds of disturbances. Only one controller is
required to eliminate three pq disturbances, namely, voltage sags, harmonic
voltages and voltage imbalances. The well developed graphical facilities available
in the PSCAD/EMTDC are used to carry out all modeling aspects of the repetitive
controller and test system. The simulation results show that the control approach
performs very effectively and yields excellent voltage regulation.

Wijekoon et. al. (2003) proposed a new concept of the Interline
Dynamic Voltage Restorer where two or more DVRs in different feeders are
connected to a common DC link, while one of the DVR compensates the voltage
sag, the other DVR connected to a common DC link replenishes the DC link
energy storage. The proposed multiloop feedback control system is identical for
both voltage regulation and the real power control modes. The only difference is
the way in which the reference signal is generated, and it depends on the mode of
operation. In the real power flow control mode the reference is generated
according to the real power requirement demanded by the faulty line. The analysis
shows that the two line IDVR system can mitigate about 40% voltage sag for a
long duration, which appears in one of the lines. The limiting factor of the amount
of real power that can be transferred from one line to the DC link as the load
power factor. The power transfer capacity from the healthy lines to the DC link
can be further increased if the number of DVRs connected to the DC link are
increased.
The concept of the IDVR in which several DVRs are connected to a
common DC link energy storage is proposed (Mahinda Vilathgamuwa et. al.
2004). The capability of a particular DVR to compensate long duration voltage sag
depends mainly on the amount of energy stored within the DVR. This work has
proposed a new concept of the IDVR which can minimize the DC link energy
storage connecting two or more DVRs to a common DC link. One of the DVRs
replenishes the DC link energy storage to maintain the DC link voltage. A current
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mode voltage regulator has been used for controlling the converters of the IDVR
system in both the modes, voltage sag compensation and power flow control. The
reference signal for the power flow control mode is generated using the
instantaneous active current calculated from the DC link error signal, while
software PLL incorporating the Kalman filter is used to derive the reference signal
for the voltage sag compensation mode. The simulation results are presented to
verify the efficacy of the proposed IDVR design. The limiting factor of the
proposed IDVR system is that the amount of real power that can be transferred to
the DC link energy storage depends on the load power factor.

The concept of the IDVR, which is an economical approach to improve
multiline power quality is proposed (Mahinda Vilathgamuwa et. al. 2006). As the
voltage restoration process involves real power injection into the distribution
system, the capability of a particular DVR topology, especially for compensating
long duration voltage sags, depends on the energy storage capacity of the DVR.
The IDVR consists of several DVRs, which are electrically far apart, connected to
a common DC link. When one of the DVRs compensates the voltage sag
appearing in that feeder, the other DVRs in the IDVR system work in the power
flow control mode. The control scheme for the IDVR includes a multiloop
feedback control system, which is identical for both voltage compensation and real
power control. The experimental results are shown to improve quality.

The concept of Inter line Dynamic Voltage Restorer is discussed. This
device consists of two conventional DVRs which are installed in two different
distribution feeders and in the DC link capacitor. DVR which is installed in low
voltage feeder operates in voltage sag compensation mode. A novel control
technique minimizes the energy flow from DC link capacitor to this feeder. The
DVR, which is installed in medium voltage feeder, controls the voltage of DC link
capacitor. The proposed device and its new control strategy have been modeled
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and simulated by PSCAD/EMTDC. The results verify the effectiveness of IDVR
and the suggested control method (Banaei et. al. 2006)

The design strategy for optimizing the total rating of an IDVR is
presented (Karshenas and Moradiou 2008). An IDVR, which is two DVRs
installed in two feeders with a common DC bus, has the ability of active power
exchange between two DVRs, and thus the energy storage device is not an issue.
Therefore, the design criteria for the selection of the rating of an individual DVR
is not applicable to the IDVR obtained. A new step-by-step design procedure is
proposed with the objective of the optimum selection of the rating for an IDVR
structure.
A mathematical model of the IPFC in the steady state has been
developed (Diez-Valenica et. al. 2002). The model was used to investigate the
operating limits based on the controllability of the power flow in the transmission
line due to the initial loading levels in the network. It is shown that the range of
power flow control could be maximized using special control strategies.

To improve the energy quality in distribution systems, many different
solutions have been implemented like Active filters, the Unified Power Flow
Controller (UPFC), the Unified Power Quality Conditioners (UPQC) and the
IPFC. The IPFC concept using a probabilistic approach to the distribution system
decreases the power rating of the parallel active filters when it is a component of
the IPFC (Ryszard Strzelecki et. al. 2002).

An integrated approach of the radial basis function neural network and
fuzzy scheme with a genetic optimization of their parameters has been developed
to design intelligent adaptive controllers for improving the transient stability
performance of power system (Mishra et. al. 2002). This concept is applied to a
simple device, such as the Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC)
connected to the IPFC, connected in a multi machine power system. By combining
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both the intelligent techniques, the control strategy becomes less mathematical,
and hence, it is faster in computation. The new neuro-fuzzy based control scheme
adapts itself to generate a suitable variation of the control signals, depending on
the operating condition of the power system, and hence, a superior performance in
comparison to the linear PI controllers is used for the IPFC and TCSC.

The use of fuzzy logic in order to achieve a better co ordination
between the inverters that constitute the IPFC to improve their capability to track
reference signals, has been presented (Menniti et. al. 2002). The proposed IPFC
controller consists of a conventional controller based on the linear quadratic
regulator technique, and a non-conventional controller based on fuzzy logic. Some
simulation cases are considered to compare the performance of the proposed
controller with respect to that of other conventional controllers. For this
investigation an Electromagnetic Transients Program is used as a study tool.
Mathematical models of the IPFC and Generalized UPFC and their
implementation in the Newton power flow have been presented (Zhang 2003).
Numerical results based on the IEEE 30-bus. 118-bus and 300-bus systems are
presented to demonstrate the performance of the Newton power flow algorithm
with the incorporation of the IPFC and UPFC. In the test, some extreme power
flow control cases for blocking the reactive power flow by the FACTS controllers
have also been investigated. The blocking capability of the reactive power flow
will be helpful in operating the networks efficiently, while reducing the active
power losses.

A new dispatch strategy for an IPFC operating at rated capacity is
proposed (Xuan Wei et. al. 2004). When an IPFC operates at its rated capacity, it
can no longer regulate the line active power flow set points or the reactive power
flow set points or both. In such cases, the dispatch strategy switches to a power
circulation set point control to co-optimize both series VSCs, without exceeding
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one or both the rated capacities. The concept is used to generate PV curves
associated with the voltage stability analysis for maximizing power transfer. The
modeling and computation are performed using a Newton-Raphson load flow
algorithm. The voltage stability curves for two test systems are shown to illustrate
the effectiveness of this proposed strategy.

An optimal power flow control in electric power systems incorporating
the IPFC is presented (Jun Zhang and Akihiko Yokoyama 2006). The injection
models of both the IPFC and the transmission lines embedded in the IPFC, which
can be easily incorporated in load flow programs and optimal power flow
programs, are developed.

A new, simple approach based on a quadratic equation and its solution
to model and analyze the series connected multiline VSC based FACTs
controllers, namely, the Generalized Interline Power Flow Controller (GIPFC) and
the IPFC have been presented (Leon Vasquez-Arnez et. al. 2007). The model and
the analysis developed are based on the converter’s power balanced method which
makes use of the d-q orthogonal coordinates.

The regulation modes of an IPFC and its control strategies at rated
capacity are discussed'(Xia Jiang et. al. 2007). Based on this, the voltage stability
limited IPFC dispatch on a 20 bus system is investigated. The dispatch results
show that the IPFC can improve the power transfer in the system. A model
decomposition approach is proposed to select the best damping control input
signals. Damping control signals are selected based on two indices derived from
effective control actions. Dynamic simulations show the damping effect of the
controller designs, using selected signals.

A novel power injection model of the IPFC, suitable for power flow
analysis, is described (Yankui Zhang et. al. 2006). In this model, the impedance of
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the series converter coupling transformer and the line charging susceptance are all
included, while the original structure and symmetry of the admittance matrix can
still be retained. Furthermore, the model can take into account the practical
constraints of the IPFC. The power flow control capability and the constraints
enforcement of the IPFC are also detailed.

From IEEE Transactions on power delivery, Padiyar and Nagesh
Prabhu (2007) present the modeling of the IPFC of the IPFC with 12-pulse, threelevel converters, and investigate the sub synchronous resonance characteristics of
the IPFC at different operating modes. The application of the D-Q model is
validated by the transient simulation of the three-phase model of the IPFC. It is
observed that the D-Q model is quite accurate in predicting the system
performance. The effectiveness of the various operating modes of the two VSCs
comprising the IPFC in damping sub-synchronous resonance has been
investigated.

A modified control strategy for UPFC (Jason Yuryevich and Kit Po
Wong 1999) has been described. This indicates that broad study of UPFC is
progressing accordingly to further explore its application, modeling and control
strategy. Determination of UPFC parameters can also alter the solution in power
flow. This is termed as optimal power flow, required optimization

technique

considering a particular objective function. Evolutionary programming was
used to solve optimal power flow.

The voltage profile improvement using UPFC approach based on
Artificial Immune System (AIS) optimization engine is developed (Ismail Musirin
et. al. 2008). The voltage profile improvement which utilized UPFCs as control
variables embedded into the system's data. Implementation on the IEEE reliability
test system considering several variations in the AIS properties indicated AIS
potential in solving voltage control problems.
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Injection of the wind power into an electric grid affects the power
quality. The performance of the wind turbine and thereby power quality are
determined on the basis of measurements and the norms. The influence of the
wind turbine in the grid system concerning the power quality measurements are
the active power, reactive power, variation of voltage, flicker, harmonics, and
electrical behavior of switching operation are measured to demonstrate the power
quality problem due to installation of wind turbine with the grid. In this proposed
scheme STATic COMpensator (STATCOM) is connected at a point of common
coupling with a battery energy storage system (BESS) to mitigate the power
quality issues. The battery energy storage is integrated to sustain the real power
source under fluctuating wind power. The STATCOM control scheme for the grid
connected wind energy generation system for power quality improvement is
simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK in power system block set. The
effectiveness of the proposed scheme relives the main supply source from the
reactive power demand of the load and the induction generator.(Sharad et. al.
2010)
(Yan Zhang and Jovica V. Milanovic 2010) presents an approach to
optimally select and allocate flexible AC transmission (FACTS) devices in a
distribution network in order to minimize the number of voltage sags at network
buses. The method proposed is based on the optimization of a preselected
objective function using simple and niching genetic algorithms (GA). The
objective of the optimization is to achieve the improvement in overall system sag
performance of the network. Using proposed GA-based optimization, the location,
the type and the rating of six (in total) FACTS devices are optimized
simultaneously. Three types of FACTS devices are implemented in this study,
namely, static var compensator, static compensator, and dynamic voltage restorer.

(Khadkikar et. al. 2006) presents a new, simple and effective approach
to estimate the required quadrature injected voltage during utility voltage sag
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condition. This approach helps in voltage sag compensation through reactive
power control using series part of unified power quality conditioner, generally
termed as UPQC-Q. Thus utility sag compensation can effectively be done
without utilizing any active power from source or from the inverter side.
Moreover, this quadrature voltage injection during voltage sag compensation also
helps to improve the source side power factor, which results in reduced shunt
active power filter (APF) loading. The voltage harmonic compensation based on
d-q transformation simultaneously with voltage sag compensation is also
presented.

One of the comparative structures of the electric power is back to back
converter. In respect to controlling structure, these converters may have various
operations in compensation. For example, they can operate as series or shunt
active filters for compensating the load current harmonics and voltage oscillation
(Akagi et al., 2007). This is called Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC)
(Areades and Watanabe, 1995).
UPQC is greatly studied by Akagi and Fujita, (1995), (Fujita and
Akagi, (1998), (Fujita and Akagi, (1998) as a basic device to control the power
quality. The duty of UPQC is to reduce perturbations which affect the operation of
sensitive loads. UPQC is able to compensate voltage using shunt and series
inverters. In spite of this issue, UPQC is not able to compensate voltage
interruption and active power injection to grid, because in its DC link, there is no
energy source.

The attention to Distributed Generating (DG) sources is increasing day
by day. The reason is the important roll they play in the future of power system
(Blaabjerg et al., 2004; Barker and De Mello, 2000). Recently, several studies
were accomplished in the field of connecting DGs to grid using power electronic
converters. Here, grid’s interface shunt inverters are considered more where the
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reason is low sensitive of DGs to grids parameters and DG power transferring
facility using this approach. Although DG needs more controls to reduce the
problems like grid power quality and reliability, Photovoltaic array (PV) energy is
one of the distributed generation sources which provides a part of human required
energy nowadays and will also provide it in the future. The greatest shares of
applying this kind of energy in the future will be its usage in interconnect systems.
Nowadays, European countries have shown inter – connected systems
development in their countries by choosing supporting policies. In this study,
UPQC and PV combined system have been presented. UPQC introduced by (Chen
et al., 2000), has the ability to compensate voltage sag and swell, harmonics and
reactive power.

2.3 Scope of present investigation
The above literature does not deal with modeling of UPQC based eight,
fourteen, thirty and fifty bus systems using MATLAB / SIMULINK. This work
proposes models for 14, 30 and 50 bus systems employing UPQC. The effects on
real power, reactive power and voltage are investigated.

This work deals with the control of real and reactive power in power
system using UPQC. The above mentioned papers do not deal with the use of
multiple UPQCs in thirty/fifty bus systems. This work proposes multiple UPQCs
for medium scale power systems to improve the power quality.
2.4 Research problem
Line data and load of multibus system are specified. It is required to
model and simulate multibus system using the blocks of Simulink. The following
equations are used for calculating the real and reactive powers.
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It is required to improve the voltage by using an inverter that can inject
voltage with minimum harmonics.
It is also required to improve the voltage profile of the line. In order to
improve the voltage profile, multiple UPQC systems are attempted.

2.5 Solution Methodology
The proposed work deals with modeling and simulation of two,
fourteen, thirty and fifty bus systems with and without UPQC. This work also
covers the variation of real power with variation in the angle of injected voltage.
The effect of variation of reactive power with the variation in the magnitude of
voltage is studied.

All the cases are modeled and simulated using MATLAB simulink
version 7.9.(Sim Power Systems). The MATLAB uses state space modeling to
solve the currents, voltages and powers in the network.

2.6 Organization of the Thesis
The work reported in the thesis is organized into six chapters.
Chapter 1: This chapter provides the complete and detailed review of the literature
surveyed. This chapter also explains the motivation for taking up the research
problem and objectives of the research carried out.
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Chapter 2: This chapter describes the basic concepts and theory of Flexible AC
Transmission System Controllers, Power quality improvement and the concept of
UPQC.

Chapter 3: This chapter deals with modeling and simulation of two bus system.
Variation of reactive and real powers with the variation in the magnitude and
angle of injected voltage is presented.

Chapter 4: This chapter deals with the modeling and simulation of eight bus
system and the power quality improvement in eight bus system using UPQC.
Chapter 5: This chapter discusses the modeling and simulation of fourteen bus
system and the power quality improvement with UPQC. This chapter also presents
voltage sag compensation in 14 bus system using UPQC.
Chapter 6: This chapter deals with use of multiple UPQCs in thirty bus system.
The effect of UPQC on real & reactive powers are studied.
Chapter 7: This chapter deals with modelling and simulation of fifty bus system.
Chapter 8: This chapter summarizes the major contributions of research presented
in various chapters. The conclusion of the research work presented. This chapter
also provides the direction for future work and possible extensions.

2.7 Summary
This chapter deals with literature survey, scope and outline of the
present investigation.
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CHAPTER 3

FACTS CONTROLLERS

3.1 General
With the ongoing expansion and growth of the electric utility industry,
including deregulation in many countries, numerous changes are continuously
being introduced to a once predictable business. Although electricity is a highly
engineered product, it is increasingly being considered and handled as a
commodity. Thus, transmission systems are being pushed closer to their stability
and thermal limits while the focus on the quality of power delivered is greater than
ever.
In the evolving utility environment, financial and market forces will
continue to, demand a more optimal and profitable operation of the power system
with respect to generation, transmission, and distribution. Now, more than ever,
advanced technologies are paramount for the reliable and secure operation of
power systems. To achieve both operational reliability and financial profitability,
it has become clear that more efficient utilization and control of the existing
transmission system infrastructure is required. Improved utilization of the existing
power system is provided through the application of advanced control
technologies. Power electronics based equipment, or Flexible AC Transmission
Systems (FACTS), provide proven technical solutions to address these new
operating challenges being presented today. FACTS technologies allow for
improved transmission system operation with minimal infrastructure investment,
environmental impact, and implementation time compared to the construction of
new transmission lines. Traditional solutions to upgrade the electrical transmission
system infrastructure have been primarily in the form of new transmission lines,
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substations, and associated equipment. However, as experiences have proven over
the past decade or more, the process to permit, site, and construct new
transmission lines has become extremely difficult, expensive, time-consuming,
and controversial.
FACTS technologies provide advanced solutions as cost-effective
alternatives to new transmission line construction. The potential benefits of
FACTS equipment are now widely recognized by the power systems engineering
and T&D communities. With respect to FACTS equipment, voltage sourced
converter (VSC)technology, which utilizes self-commutated thyristors/transistors,
has been successfully applied in a number of installations world-wide.

3.2 Power Transfer Limit
One or more of the following network characteristics limits power flow
over a transmission system.
• Stability limit
• Thermal limit
• Voltage limit
• Loop flow
Technically limitations on power transfer can always be removed by
adding new transmission and/or generator capacity. FACTS are designed to
remove such limitations and meet the operator's goals without having to
understand major system additions.
3.3 Power System Constraints
As noted in the introduction, transmission systems are being pushed
closer to their stability and thermal limits while the focus on the quality of power
delivered is greater than ever. The limitations of the transmission system can take
many forms and may involve power transfer between areas (referred to here as
transmission bottlenecks) or within a single area or region (referred to here as a
regional constraint) and may include one or more of the following characteristics:
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• Steady-State Power Transfer Limit
• Voltage Stability Limit
• Dynamic Voltage Limit
• Transient Stability Limit
• Power System Oscillation Damping Limit
• Inadvertent Loop Flow Limit
• Thermal Limit
• Short-Circuit Current Limit
• Others
Each transmission bottleneck or regional constraint may have one or
more of these system-level problems. The key to solve these problems in the most
cost-effective and coordinated manner is through systems engineering analysis.
3.4 Controllability of the Power Systems
To illustrate that the power system only has certain variables that can
be impacted by control, consider the basic and well-known power-angle curve,
shown in Figure 3.1. Although this is a steady-state curve and the implementation
of FACTS is primarily for dynamic issues, this illustration demonstrates the point
that there are primarily three main variables that can be directly controlled in the
power system to impact its performance. These are

• Voltage (V)
• Angle between Bus Voltages ( )
• Impedance (Z)
One could also make the point that direct control of power is a fourth
variable of controllability in power systems.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the controllability of power systems with the
establishment of which variables can be controlled in power system and the
solutions to control the variables are conventional equipment and FACTS
controllers.
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Figure 3.1 Controllability of Power System

3.5 Benefits of Control of the Power Systems
Once power system constraints are identified and through system
studies viable solutions options are identified, the benefits of the added power
system control must be determined. The following offers a list of such benefits:

• Increased Loading and More Effective Use of transmission Corridors
• Added Power flow Control
• Improved Power System Stability
• Increased System Security
• Increased System Reliability
• Elimination or Deferral of the Need for New Transmissions Lines
The advantages in this list are important to achieve in the overall
planning and operation of power systems. However, for justifying the costs of
implementing added power system control and for comparing conventional
solutions to FACTS controllers, more specific metrics of the benefits to the power
system are often required. Such benefits can usually be tied back to an area or
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region for a specific season and year at a defined dispatch (usually given by an
ISO or equivalent) while meeting the following criteria, the examples are,
Voltage Stability Criteria
e.g., P-V voltage or power criteria with minimum margins e.g., Q-V
reactive power criteria with minimum margins
Dynamic Voltage Criteria
e.g., Avoiding voltage collapse
e.g., Minimum transient voltage dip/sag criteria (Magnitude and duration)
Transient Stability Criteria
Power System Oscillation Damping e.g., Minimum damping ratio
Each of the above listed items can usually be measured in terms of a
physical quantity such as power transfer through a critical transmission interface,
power plant output area or region load level. This allows for a direct quantification
of the benefits of adding power system control and provides a means to compare
such benefits by the various solution options considered, whether they be
conventional or FACTS based.

3.6 Conventional devices For Enhancing Power System Control
• Series Capacitor -Controls impedance
• Switched Shunt Capacitor and Reactor -Controls voltage
• Transformer LTC -Controls voltage
• Phase Shifting Transformer -Controls angle
• Synchronous Condenser -Control Voltage
• Special Stability Controls -Typically focuses on voltages control but can
often include direct control of power
• Others (When Thermal Limits are Involved) - Can be included
reconductoring, raising conductors, dynamic line monitoring, adding new
lines, etc.
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3.7 FACTS Technology
The FACTS technology helps us to alleviate these difficulties by
enabling utilities to get the maximum service from their transmission facilities and
enhance grid reliability. FACTS technology is a collection of controllers which
can control series impedance, shunt impedance, current, voltage and phase angle.
FACTS is nothing but the Alternating current transmission systems
incorporating power electronic-based and other static controllers to enhance
controllability and increase power transfer capability. FACTS technology is a
collection of controllers, which can be applied individually or in coordination with
others to control one or more of the interrelated system parameters mentioned
above.
FACTS Controller is power electronic-based system and other static
equipment that provide control of one or more AC transmission system
parameters.
When the power system is controlled through mechanical switches,
there is no high-speed control. Also due to the increasing complexity of the power
system, the grid operator is not able to meet the dynamic swings in the power
system with the help of mechanical switches. As the mechanical switches tend to
wear out quickly when compared to static electronic devices, the maintenance
becomes tough and the life of the entire power system gets reduced.
As most of the transmission systems are AC transmission systems,
FACTS technology is necessary to specify some but not all of these difficulties by
enhancing the control over the transmission of power and to enhance the grid
reliability with the same existing line itself, unlike HVDC where new transmission
system has to be installed. FACTS pave way to control the current through the line
at a reasonable cost. Hence, the capacity of the line can be increased with larger
conductors. The FACTS controller enables the line to carry power closer to its
thermal rating.
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3.8 Relative Importance of Controllable Parameters
• Control of the line impedance X can provide a powerful means of current
control
• When the angle is not large, which is often the case, control of X or the
angle Substantially provides the control of active power
• Control of angle, which in turn controls the driving voltage, provides a
powerful means of controlling the current flow and hence active power flow
is controlled when the angle is not large
• Injecting a voltage in series with the line and with any phase angle with
respect to the driving voltage can control the magnitude and the phase of the
line current
• When the angle is not large, controlling the magnitude of one or the other
line voltages can be a very cost-effective means for the control of reactive
power -flow through the interconnection
• Combination of the line impedance control with a series controller and
voltage regulation with a shunt controller can also provide a cost effective
means to control both the active and reactive power flow between the two
systems.

3.9 TYPES OF FACTS CONTROLLERS
FACTS controllers can be divided into four categories.
3.9.1 Series Controller
Series Controller could be variable impedance or variable source. All
series controllers inject voltage in series with the line. Variable impedance
multiplied by the current flow through it, represents an injected series voltage in
the line. As long as the voltage is in phase quadrature with the line current, the
series controller only supplies or consumes variable reactive power.
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3.9.2 Shunt Controller
Shunt Controller could be variable impedance, variable source or a
combination of these. Shunt controllers inject current into the system at the point
of connection. Variable shunt impedance connected to the line voltage causes a
variable current flow and hence represents injection of current into the line. As
long as the injected current is in phase quadrature with the line voltage, the shunt
controller only supplies or consumes variable reactive power.

3.9.3 Combined Series - Series Controller
This could be a combination of separate series controllers, which are
controlled in a coordinated manner, in multilane transmission system or it could be
a unified controller in which series controllers provide independent series reactive
compensation for each line and also transfer real power among the lines via the
power link. The term unified means that the DC terminals of all controller
converters are connected together for real power transfer.

3.9.4 Combined Series-Shunt Controller
This could be a combination of separate shunt and series controllers,
which are controlled in a coordinated manner, a Unified Power Flow Controller
with series and shunt elements. Combined shunt and series controllers inject
current into the system with the shunt part of the controller and voltage in series in
the line with the series part of the controller.
3.10 CONTROLLERS FOR ENHANCING POWER SYSTEM CONTROL
• Static synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) -Controls voltage
• Static VAR Compensator (SVC) -Controls voltage
• Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC)
• Convertible Series Compensator (CSC)
• Inter-line Power Flow Controller (IPFC)
• Static Synchronous Series Controller (SSSC)
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Each of the above mentioned (and similar) controllers impact voltage,
impedance, and/or angle (and power)
• Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC) -Controls impedance
• Thyristor Controlled Phase Shifting Transformer (TCPST) -Controls angle
• Super Conducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) -Controls voltage and
power

3.11 ADVANTAGES OF FACTS TECHNOLOGY
• Rapid response
• Dynamic control of power flow in selected transmission lines within the
network to enable optimal power flow conditions
• Damping of the power swings from local and inter-area oscillations
• Suppression of subsynchronous oscillations
• Decreases DC offset voltages
• Reduction of short circuit current
• Frequent variation in output
• Smoothly adjustable output

3.11.1 FUTURE DIRECTION OF FACTS TECHNOLOGY
The technology behind phase – controlled thyristor – based FACTS
controllers has been present for several decades and is therefore considered
mature. More utilities are likely to adopt this technology in the future, even as the
newer, more promising switch- mode GTO – based FACTS technology is fast
emerging. Foreseen in the near future is the application of a hybrid technology
involving both thyristors and GTOs; for instance, STATCOM – compensated
HVDC converters that perform better than SVC-compensated HVDC links.
The second generation of FACTS controllers, such as the STATCOM,
the SSSC, and the UPFC, use switch-mode GTO-based VSC configurations.
Novel GTO-centered topologies are being researched and are expected to evolve
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into another mature family of FACTS controllers. Recent advances in silicon
power switching devices that significantly increase their power ratings will
contribute even further to the growth of FACTS technology.

3.11.2 UNIFIED POWER QUALITY CONDITIONER (UPQC)
The modern power distribution system is becoming highly vulnerable
to the different power quality problems. The extensive use of non-linear loads is
further contributing to increased current and voltage harmonics issues.
Furthermore, the penetration level of small / large-scale renewable energy systems
based on wind energy, solar energy, fuel cell, etc., installed at distribution as well
as transmission levels is increasing significantly.
Unified power quality control was widely studied by many researchers
as an eventual method to improve power quality of electrical distribution system.
The function of unified power quality conditioner is to compensate supply voltage
flicker/imbalance, reactive power, negative sequence current and harmonics.
In other words, the UPQC has the capability of improving power
quality at the point of installation on power distribution systems or industrial
power systems. Therefore, the UPQC is expected to be one of the most powerful
solutions to large capacity loads sensitive to supply voltage flicker / imbalance.
The UPQC consisting of the combination of a series active power filter (APF) and
shunt APF can also compensate the voltage interruption if it has some energy
storage or battery in the DC link. The shunt APF is usually connected across the
loads to compensate for all current-related problems such as the reactive power
compensation, power factor improvement, current harmonic, compensation, and
load unbalance compensation, whereas the series APF is connected in a series with
the line through series transformers. It acts as controlled voltage source and can
compensate all voltage sources and can compensate all voltage related problems,
such as voltage harmonics, voltage sag, voltage swell, flicker, etc.
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The proposed control technique has been evaluated and tested under
non-ideal mains voltage and unbalanced load conditions using Matlab/simulink
software. The proposed method is also validated through experimental study. The
following diagram shows the generalized UPQC system.

Fig. 3.2. General structure of grid connected PV system
UPQC has shunt and series voltage source inverters which are 3-phase
3-wire shunt inverter connected to point of common coupling (PCC) by shunt
transformer. The series inverter stands between source and coupling as current
source and it operates as voltage source.
The equations for real and reactive power through the line are as
follows:
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X

Q
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Where, P represents Real power and Q represents Reactive power.
These equations are given by neglecting the resistance of the line.

(3.1)

(3.2)
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UPQC is able to compensate current harmonics, to compensate reactive
power, voltage distortions and control load flow but cannot compensate voltage
interruption because of non availability of sources.

Common interconnected PV systems structure is shown in Fig 3.3 is
composed of PV array, DC/DC and DC/AC converters.

Fig. 3.3. Configuration of UPQC with PV array

The design of the boost converter is done by using the following
equations.

Vo

Vi
1

(3.3)

Inductance and capacitance are calculated by using the following
equations
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(3.5)
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In this case, UPQC finds the ability of injecting power using PV to
sensitive load during source voltage interruption. Two operational modes of
UPQC are as follows:
Interconnected mode
Where, PV transfers power to load and source.
Islanding mode
Where, the source voltage is interrupted and PV provides a part of load
power separately.

3.11.3 Controller designing
Controlling strategy is designed and applied for two
interconnected and islanding modes. In interconnected mode, source and PV
provide the load power together while in islanding mode, PV transfers the power
to the load alone. By removing voltage interruption, system returns to
interconnected mode.
The controlling structure of the proposed system is composed of following parts:

3.11.3.1 Shunt inverter control
In this study, shunt inverter undertakes two main duties. First is,
Compensating both current harmonics generated by nonlinear load and
reactive power, second is injecting active power generated by PV system.

The power loss caused by inverter operation should be
considered in this calculation. Also, shunt inverter control undertakes the duty of
(stabilizing) DC link voltage during series inverter operation to compensate
voltage distortion.
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3.11.3.2 Series inverter control
The series converter of the UPQC provides simultaneous
controls of real and reactive power flow in the transmission line. To do so,
the series converter injected voltage is decomposed into two components.
One component of the series injected voltage is in quadrature-injected component
controls the transmission line real power flow. This strategy is similar to that of a
phase shifter. The in-phase component controls the transmission line reactive
power flow. This strategy is similar to that of a tap changer.

3.12 Conclusion
The fundamentals of FACTS controllers and technology and concept
of UPQC are presented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

SIMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF UPQC
SYSTEM

4.1 Inroduction
The objective of this chapter deals with modeling, simulation and
implementation of UPQC system. The Two Bus System with UPQC is modeled
and simulated using the blocks of Simulink. Sending end acts as one Bus and
receiving end acts as another Bus. The function of UPQC is to compensate the sag
and supply the harmonics using UPQC.

In a transmission system, the independent control of real power and
reactive power is essential to maintain the desired voltage level in a
transmission system. In this chapter two bus system is considered and it is
modeled by using the blocks of simulink. The UPQC is connected in this
system to achieve the independent control of real and reactive power. The real
power is independently controlled by varying the angle of voltage injection of the
UPQC. The reactive power is controlled by varying the magnitude of shunt
voltage injected by the UPQC.

Harmonic distortion originates in the nonlinear characteristics of
devices and loads on the power system. The harmonic distortion is measured in
single quantity as Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). Voltages and currents having
frequency components that are not integer multiples of the frequency at which the
supply system is designed to operate are called interharmonics. It can be found
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in networks of all voltage levels. The main sources of interharmonics
waveform distortion are power electronic circuits such as static frequency
converters, cycloconverters, induction furnaces and arcing devices. Power line
carrier signals are also coming in this category. These harmonics result in
failure or misoperation of consumer equipments.

The output of inverter contains odd harmonics. PWM is considered
such that lower order harmonics are eliminated. Higher order harmonics are
harmless since their magnitude is negligible. The output does not contain even
harmonics since the output has odd symmetry. THD is the ratio of harmonic
voltage to the fundamental voltage.

4.2 Circuit model of single phase Two Bus System with UPQC
The circuit model of Two Bus System with UPQC is shown in figure
4.1. Shunt converter at the sending end is represented as a voltage source (Vshunt).
The series converter is represented by another source (Vseires).

Fig. 4.1 Circuit model of the UPQC System
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Design is done using the equations given in the previous section. L & C
are designed by assuming I = 0.4A, f = 3 kHz & R = 1K

.

L & C for boost converter work out to be 7.5 mH & 12 µF; TON :
0.25ms; TOFF : 0.08 ms.
Power measurement block is connected in parallel with the load to
measure real and reactive powers. Scopes are connected to measure receiving end
voltage, receiving end current, real power and reactive power. The generator is
represented as series combination of R, L&E. Each line is represented by series
impedance. The load at the receiving end is series combination of resistance 200
and inductance of 100 mH. The parameters of the additional load are 50

and

50mH. DC required by UPQC is applied from a photo cell. The output of UPQC is
injected using a series transformer. The circuit inside the UPQC block is shown in
Fig 4.2.

Fig. 4.2. Inverters used in the UPQC System
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The inverter of DVR used in the UPQC is triggered at 50 Hz. All the
switches are operated with pulses of width 10ms. The pulses given to the other
two switches are displaced by 10ms. The output of inverter is filtered by using LC
filter. This will reduce heating since harmonics are reduced. The inverter switches
of active filter are triggered at 250Hz. In Fig.4.3 the circuit consists of two
inverters.

Fig. 4.3. Boost converter circuit
The DC required by the DC link is supplied using solar cell and boost
converter. This circuit is shown in Fig 4.3. The output of solar cell is not sufficient
to drive the load at the output of the inverter. Therefore the output of solar cell is
boosted by using a boost converter. The boost converter uses boost inductor,
capacitor and blocking diode.
The output voltage is controlled by using a MOSFET. Fig.4.4 shows
the variation of output voltage with time.
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VL2

VL1

VOLT
S
TIME

Fig .4.4 Voltages across load-2 and load-1
The voltage across loads 1 and 2 are shown in Fig 4.4. An additional
load is applied at t=0.2 seconds. The total load current increases and the drop in
the line impedance increases. The receiving end voltage is reduced. At t =0.3
seconds, the voltage is injected by the UPQC to bring the receiving end voltage to
the normal value. From the waveform of VL1, it can be seen that the sag is
compensated by using the DVR part of UPQC.
The voltage VL2 is zero up to 0.2 seconds, since the breaker is open.
The waveforms of real and reactive powers are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6
respectively. The real and reactive powers increase at t = 0.2 seconds due to the
increase in the load. This increases further at t = 0.3seconds, due to the injection of
the voltage by UPQC.

Watts

TIME

Fig. 4.5 Real power
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watts

TIME

Fig. 4.6 Reactive power
In Fig. 4.5 the real power increase at t=0.2 sec and it remains at the
same value upto t=0.3sec due to increase in load and again it increases due to the
injection of the voltage by UPQC.
In Fig.4.6 the reactive power increases at t=0.2sec and suddenly
decreases and maintain the constant upto t=0.3sec due to the increase in the load.
At t=0.3sec reactive power gets increases and maintain a constant value due to the
injection of the voltage by UPQC. The circuit diagram without enabling the active
filter is shown in Fig. 4.7.
Harmonic distortion originates in the nonlinear characteristics of
devices and loads on the power system. The harmonic distortion is measured in
single quantity as Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). Voltages and currents having
frequency components that are not integer multiples of the frequency at which the
supply system is designed to operate are called interharmonics. It can be found
in networks of all voltage levels. The main sources of interharmonics
waveform distortion are power electronic circuits such as static frequency
converters, cycloconverters, induction furnaces and arcing devices. Power line
carrier signals are also coming in this category. These harmonics result in
failure or misoperation of consumer equipments.
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The output of inverter contains odd harmonics. PWM is considered
such that lower order harmonics are eliminated. Higher order harmonics are
harmless since their magnitude is negligible. The output does not contain even
harmonics since the output has odd symmetry. THD is the ratio of harmonic
voltage to the fundamental voltage.A nonlinear rectifier system with inductive
load is connected in parallel with the linear load. This non linear load draws
alternating square current which contains 5th harmonic.

Fig. 4.7. Circuit diagram without the Active Filter
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Fig. 4.8. Spectrum for current

The spectrum for current is shown in Fig. 4.8. The frequency system is
drawn with frequency on x-axis and magnitude of voltage on y-axis. The
magnitude of higher order harmonics are negligible. The height decreases with the
increase in the order of harmonics. This is due to the increased impedance at high
frequency. The THD is 8.6%.
The circuit diagram with active filter is shown in Fig. 4.9(a). The
output of active filter is connected to the load. The inverter in the active filter is
triggered at 250 Hz. FFT analysis is done for the receiving end current and the
frequency spectrum is obtained as shown in Fig.4.9(b).
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Fig. 4.9.(a). Circuit diagram with the Active Filter

Fig. 4.9.(b). Spectrum for the current
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The frequency spectrum is drawn with frequency on x-axis and
magnitude of voltage on y-axis. The magnitude of higher order harmonics are
negligible. The height decreases with the increase in the order of harmonics. This
is due to the increased impedance at high frequency. The THD is 1.6%. Thus the
THD is reduced to a minimum value by using active filter. Thus the quality of
sending end current is improved by using UPQC.
4.3 Circuit model of Three phase Two Bus System with UPQC
The three phase circuit model of two bus system is shown in Fig. 4.10.

Fig. 4.10. Circuit Model of Three Phase System with the additional load.
The scope S2 shown in above figure gives Three phase voltages in
single figure. The scope S3 gives three voltages separately. An additional heavy
load is connected in parallel with the existing load to create sag in the voltage.
The line is represented by a series impedance. The voltages of all the three phases
are shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Va

Vb

Vc

Time

Fig. 4.11. Voltage across Load-1
The additional load is applied at t = 0.3 seconds. Therefore the voltage decreases
beyond 0.3 seconds. Voltage across load 2 is shown in Fig. 4.12.

Va

Vb

Vc

Time

Fig. 4.12 Voltage across Load-2
The RMS value of voltage across load 2 reduced due to the voltage
drop in the line impedance. The voltage exists beyond 0.3 seconds since the switch
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was closed at 0.3 seconds. The FFT analysis is done for load voltage and the
spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.13.

Fig. 4.13 Frequency Spectrum

In the above figure, The frequency spectrum is drawn with frequency
on x-axis and magnitude of voltage on y-axis. The magnitude of higher order
harmonics are negligible. The height decreases with the increase in the order of
harmonics. This is due to the increased impedance at high frequency.The THD is
14.9%. The three phase circuit model with UPQC is shown in Fig. 4.14. Three
phase Two Bus System with UPQC is shown here. The voltage drop in the line is
compensated by using the injected voltage of UPQC. The injected voltage is
approximately equal to the line drop.
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Fig. 4.14. Circuit Model of the Three Phase System with UPQC

Fig. 4.15. Circuit of UPQC
The sub system of UPQC in each phase is shown in Fig. 4.15. Each
UPQC consists of two inverters. The first inverter compensates the drop in line 1.
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The second inverter compensates the voltage in the second line using PV system.
The output voltage with compensation is shown in Fig. 4.16.

Volts

Time

Fig. 4.16 Three Phase Voltage with Compensation

In the above figure all the voltages are shown in single figure. The sag
appears from 0.3 to 0.4 seconds. At t = 0.4 seconds, the UPQC injects voltage and
the load voltage is brought to the rated value as shown in Fig. 4.17.

Va

Vb

Vc

time
Fig. 4.17. Voltage of each Phase with Compensation
In the above figure, individual phase voltages are shown. The voltage
drop and recovery are also shown in figure.The FFT analysis is done for the output
voltage and the spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.18.
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Fig 4.18. Frequency Spectrum

In the above figure, The frequency system is drawn with frequency on
x-axis and magnitude of voltage on y-axis. The magnitude of higher order
harmonics are negligible. The height decreases with the increase in the order of
harmonics. This is due to the increased impedance at high frequency.The THD
value is 6.4 percent.
4.4 Experimental Verification
UPQC system is fabricated and tested in the laboratory. The Layout of
the hardware implemented is shown in Fig. 4.19(a).

Fig. 4.19 (a) Hardware Implementation
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DC input is applied from a solar cell. The hardware consists of power supply
board, control board and two inverters boards. The micro controller PIC 16F84 is
used for generating the pulses. These pulses are amplified by using the driver
IR2110. The device IRF840 is used as the switch in the inverters.
The output of solar cell is shown in Fig. 4.19(b).

V0

time
Fig. 4.19 (b) Output of the Solar Cell
Scale:
X axis : 1 unit = 1 ms
Y axis : 1 unit = 10 V

In the above Fig, wave forms drawn between time on x-axis and output voltage in
y-axis . Scales measured as for time 1unit as 1milliseconds and for voltage 1unit
as 10 volts for output voltage. Output voltage is maintained as constant value
throughout the system.
The switching pulses for M1 and M2 are shown in Fig. 4.19(c) and 4.19(d)
respectively. From fig.4.19c the graph drawn between time on x-axis and voltage
as y-axis. Scale measured 1 unit as 20 micro seconds per division for x-axis and 1
unit as 5volts per division for y-axis. Due to ON and OFF process it draws like
square wave.
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Volts

time
Fig. 4.19 (c) Switching Pulses for M1
Scale:
X axis : 1 unit = 20 µs / div
Y axis : 1 unit = 5 V / div

Volts

time
Fig. 4.19 (d) Switching Pulses for M2
Scale:
X axis : 1 unit = 20 µs / div
Y axis : 1 unit = 5 V / div
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From fig.4.19(d) the graph drawn between time on x-axis and voltage
as y-axis. Scale measured 1 unit as 20 micro seconds per division for x-axis and 1
unit as 5volts per division for y-axis. Due to ON and OFF process it draws like
square wave.
The output of inverter 1 is shown in Fig. 4.19(e)

Volts

time
Fig. 4.19 (e) Output Voltage of the Inverter 1
Scale:
X axis : 1 unit = 5 ms / div
Y axis : 1 unit = 20 V / div

From the above wave form, the graph drawn between time on x-axis
and voltage as y-axis. Scale measured 1 unit as 5milli seconds per division for xaxis and 1 unit as 20volts per division for y-axis. Due to ON and OFF process it
draws like square wave.
The output of inverter 2 is shown in Fig. 4.19(f). The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. Scale measured 1 unit as 5milli
seconds per division for x-axis and 1 unit as 20volts per division for y-axis.This is
nearly a sine wave due to the presence of LC filter in the output side.
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Volts

time
Fig. 4.19 (f) Output Voltage of the Inverter 2
Scale:
X axis : 1 unit = 5 ms / div
Y axis : 1 unit = 20 V / div

4.5 Results and Discussions

4.5.1 Results of single phase Two Bus System with UPQC
From wave form 4.4, at t=0.3 sec, the voltage is injected by the UPQC
to bring the receiving end voltage to the normal value. From the wave form of
voltage across load 1, it is shown that the sag is compensated by using the DVR
part of UPQC. From wave form 4.5 and 4.6, the real and reactive power increase
at t=0.2sec due to the increase in the load. This increase further at t=0.3sec, due to
the injection of voltage by UPQC. Total harmonic distortion is improved from
8.6% to 1.6%. Thus the THD is reduced to a minimum value by using UPQC.

4.5.2 Results of Three phase Two Bus System with UPQC
From wave form 4.16, at t=0.4sec the UPQC injects voltage and the
load voltage is brought to the rated value as shown in figure 4.17. Total harmonic
distortion is improved from 14.9% to 6.4%.
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4.5.3 Results of experimental verification
From wave form 4.19(e) and 4.19(f), output of inverters nearly a sine
wave due to presence of LC filter in the output side. The experimental results are
similar to the simulation results.

4.6 Conclusion
Single phase and three phase UPQC systems are modeled and simulated
successfully. Basic UPQC system is fabricated, tested and the experimental results
are presented. The experimental results are similar to the simulation results.
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CHAPTER 5

EIGHT BUS SYSTEM

5.1 Introduction
Standard eight bus system is considered for simulation studies. Eight
bus system with and without UPQC are studied and the corresponding results are
discussed in this chapter. Eight Bus System with and without UPQC is modeled
and simulated using the blocks of Simulink. There are three generator buses and
five load buses.
In this chapter Eight bus system is modeled using the blocks of
simulink. The UPQC system is connected in a Eight bus system to control the real
power, reactive power and voltage. The real power, reactive power and voltage
is observed without connecting the UPQC in a Eight bus system and
connecting the UPQC system . The readings are tabulated.
5.2 Model of Eight Bus System using UPQC in power systems to improve
power quality
Simulink model of 8 bus system is shown in Figure 5.1. Eight Bus
System is modeled using the elements of Matlab Simulink and the simulation
results are presented in this section. The specifications are as follows.
L & C are designed by assuming I = 0.4A, f = 3 kHz & R = 1K

.

L & C for boost converter works out to be
7.5mH & 12µF; TON = 0.25ms; TOFF = 0.08ms.
Scopes are connected to measure receiving end voltage, receiving end
current, real power and reactive power. The generator is represented as series
combination of R,L&E. Line is represented by series impedance. The load at the
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receiving end is series combination of resistance 200
The parameters of the additional load are 50

and inductance of 100 mH.

and 50mH. DC required by UPQC

is applied from a photo cell. The output of UPQC is injected using a series
transformer.
The inverter of DVR used in the UPQC is triggered at 50 Hz. All the
switches are operated with pulses of 10ms width. The pulses given to the other
two switches are delayed by 10ms. The output of inverter is filtered by using LC
filter. This will reduce heating since harmonics are reduced. The inverter switches
of active filter are triggered at 250Hz.

Fig. 5.1. Eight Bus System without UPQC
8 bus system is modeled using the elements of Matlab simulink and the
simulation results are presented in this section. The line impedances are shown as
series combination of resistance and inductance. There are three generator buses
and five load buses. The load at each bus is represented as series combination of
load resistance and inductance. The circuit of eight bus system without UPQC is
shown in Fig. 5.1. Additional load is applied by closing the breaker at t = 0.2 sec.
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Watts

time
Fig. 5.2. Real And Reactive Power at Bus-7

Watts

time
Fig. 5.3. Real And Reactive Power at Bus-3

VOLTS

time
Fig. 5.3(a). Voltage across Load-1 And Load-2
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In Figure 5.2, The real and reactive powers at bus 7 is drawn with time
on x-axis and watts on y-axis. The real and reactive power increased at t = 0.2 sec,
since the current drawn is increased.
In Figure 5.3,The real and reactive powers at bus 3 is drawn with time
on x-axis and watts on y-axis. The real and reactive power increased at t = 0.2 sec,
since the current drawn is increased.
In Figure 5.3(a), voltage across load 1 and 2 is drawn with time on
x-axis and voltage on y-axis. At t = 0.2 sec the voltage across loads 1 and 2
decreases due to the addition of heavy load. The circuit of eight bus system with
UPQC is shown in Fig. 5.4. The network of 8 bus system is represented as the
sub-system here.

Fig. 5.4. Eight Bus System with UPQC
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The circuit model of UPQC Eight Bus is shown in figure. The UPQC is
connected near bus three.

Watts

time
Fig. 5.5. Real And Reactive Power Across Bus-1

Watts

time
Fig. 5.6. Real And Reactive Power Across Bus-3
Figure 5.5 represents, the real and reactive power at bus 1is drawn with
time on x-axis and watts on y-axis. The load is applied at t = 0.2 sec. The DVR
part of UPQC injects voltage at t = 0.3 sec. The real and reactive power at bus 1
decreases.
Figure 5.6 represents, the real and reactive power at bus 3is drawn with
time on x-axis and watts on y-axis. The load is applied at t = 0.2 sec. The DVR
part of UPQC injects voltage at t = 0.3 sec. The real and reactive power at bus 1
decreases, and that of bus 3 increases due to the transfer of power from bus 1 to 3.
Figure 5.7 represents, the voltage across load 1 and 2 are drawn with
time on x-axis and volts on y-axis. The voltage decreases at t = 0.2 sec. and
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resumes its normal value at t = 0.3 sec. This is due to the voltage injected by the
UPQC.

VOLTS

time
Fig. 5.7. Voltage Across Load-1 And Load-2
The summary of real and reactive powers at various buses are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Summary of Real and Reactive Power of 8 Bus System

BUS
NO

REAL POWER
WITHOUT
UPQC (MW)

REAL POWER
WITH UPQC
(MW)

REACTIVE
POWER
WITHOUT
UPQC (MVAR)

REACTIVE
POWER WITH
UPQC (MVAR)

BUS-7

0.041

0.0277

0.0981

0.0208

BUS-1

0.823

0.778

1.572

1.76

BUS-3

0.0307

0.208

0.059

0.156

BUS-8

0.456

0.574

1.432

1.86
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5.3 Results and Discussions
It can be seen that the reactive power increases with the increase in the
injected voltage. The increase in real power, reactive power and the voltage
is higher near bus three than the other buses due the presence of UPQC. The real
and reactive powers can be increased by connecting UPQC and they can be
controlled by using the UPQC. Hence the desired power flow can be made in a
bus by providing suitable control to the UPQC.

5.4 Conclusion
Modeling and simulation of eight bus system with and without UPQC
are presented in this chapter. The real and reactive powers increase due to the
addition of UPQC.
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CHAPTER 6

FOURTEEN BUS SYSTEM

6.1 Introduction
Standard Fourteen bus system is considered for simulation studies.
Fourteen bus system with and without UPQC are studied and the corresponding
results are discussed in this chapter. Fourteen Bus System with and without UPQC
is modeled and simulated using the blocks of Simulink. There are three generator
buses and five load buses.

In this chapter Fourteen bus system is modeled using the blocks of
simulink. The UPQC system is connected in a Fourteen bus system to control the
real power, reactive power and voltage. The real power, reactive power and
voltage is observed without connecting the UPQC in a Fourteen bus system
and connecting the UPQC system . The readings are tabulated.

6.2 Model of Eight Bus System using UPQC in power systems to improve
power quality
Simulink model of 14 bus system is shown in Figure 6.1. Fourteen Bus
System is modeled using the elements of Matlab Simulink and the simulation
results are presented in this section.
The specifications of the components used for simulation are as follows:
L & C are designed by assuming I = 0.4A, f = 3 kHz & R = 1K
L & C for boost converter worksout to be 7.5 mH & 12 µF;
TON = 0.25ms ; TOFF = 0.08 ms.

.
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Fig. 6.1. Fourteen Bus System without UPQC
Scopes are connected to measure receiving end voltage, receiving end
current, real power and reactive power. The generator is represented as series
combination of R,L&E. Each Line is represented by a series impedance. The load
at the receiving end is series combination of resistance of 200
100 mH. The parameters of the additional load are 50

and inductance of

and 50mH. DC required

by the UPQC is applied from a photo cell. The output of UPQC is injected using a
series transformer.
The inverter of DVR used in the UPQC is triggered at 50 Hz. All the
switches are operated with pulses of 10ms width. The pulses given to the other
two switches are displaced by 10ms. The output of the inverter is filtered by using
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LC filter. This will reduce heating since harmonics are reduced. The inverter
switches of active filter are triggered at 250Hz.
14 bus system is modeled using the elements of Matlab simulink and
the simulation results are presented in this section. The line impedances are shown
as series combination of resistance and inductance. There are three generator buses
and five load buses. The load at each bus is represented as a series combination of
load resistance and inductance. The circuit of Fourteen bus system without UPQC
is shown in Fig. 6.1.

P

Q

time
Fig.6.2. Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-7

P

Q
time
Fig.6.3. Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-3
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volts

time
Fig.6.4. Voltage across Load-1 And Load-2

Load 2 is connected in parallel with load 1. The breaker is connected in
series with load 2. Additional load is applied by closing the breaker at t=0.2 sec.
Figure 6.2 shows that the real and reactive power across bus 7. The
graph drawn with time on x-axis and watts on y-axis. The real and reactive power
increases at t=0.2 sec, since the current drawn is increased.
Figure 6.3 shows that the real and reactive power across bus 3. The
graph drawn with time on x-axis and watts on y-axis. The real and reactive power
increases at t=0.2 sec, since the current drawn is increased.
Figure 6.4 shows that the voltage across load 1 and load 2. The graph
drawn with time on x-axis and volts on y-axis. At t=0.2 sec, the voltage across
loads 1 and 2 decrease due to the addition of heavy load.

The circuit of Fourteen bus system with UPQC is shown in Fig. 6.5.
The network of 14 bus system is represented as a sub-system and it is shown in
Fig. 6.6.
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Fig. 6.5. Block diagram of 14 Bus System with UPQC

Fig. 6.6. Circuit model of 14 Bus System
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Scopes are connected to measure receiving end voltage, receiving end
current, real power and reactive power. The generator is represented as series
combination of R,L&E. Each Line is represented by a series impedance. The load
at the receiving end is series combination of resistance of 200
100 mH. The parameters of the additional load are 50

and inductance of

and 50mH. DC required

by the UPQC is applied from a photo cell. The output of UPQC is injected using a
series transformer.
The inverter of DVR used in the UPQC is triggered at 50 Hz. All the
switches are operated with pulses of 10ms width. The pulses given to the other
two switches are displaced by 10ms. The output of the inverter is filtered by using
LC filter. This will reduce heating since harmonics are reduced. The inverter
switches of active filter are triggered at 250Hz.
14 bus system is modeled using the elements of Matlab simulink and
the simulation results are presented in this section. The line impedances are shown
as series combination of resistance and inductance. There are three generator buses
and five load buses. The load at each bus is represented as a series combination of
load resistance and inductance.

VL1

VL2

time
Fig. 6.7. Voltage Across Load-1 And Load-2
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time
Fig. 6.8. Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-7

P

Q

Time
Fig. 6.9. Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-1

P

Q

time
Fig. 6.10. Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-3
The voltages across load 1 and load 2 are shown in Fig. 6.7. The real
and reactive power in buses 7, 1 & 3 are shown in Fig. 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10
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respectively. The load is applied at t=0.2 sec. The DVR part of UPQC injects
voltage at t=0.3 sec. The real and reactive power at bus 1 decreases and that of
bus 3 increases due to the transfer of power from bus 1 to bus 3. The voltage
decreases at t=0.2 sec. and resumes to its normal value at t=0.3 sec. This is due to
the voltage injected by the UPQC.
The summary of real and reactive powers at various buses are shown in Table 6.1
Table 6.1 Summary of Real and Reactive Power of 14 Bus System

BUS NO

REAL POWER
WITHOUT UPQC
(MW)

REAL POWER
WITH UPQC
(MW)

REACTIVE
POWER
WITHOUT
UPQC (MVAR)

REACTIVE
POWER WITH
UPQC
(MVAR)

BUS-7

0.0013

0.0117

0.0032

0.0096

BUS-1

0.277

0.275

0.304

0.352

BUS-3

0.42

0.575

1.32

1.801

BUS-11

3.20

3.21

3.35

3.36
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6.3 Results and Discussions
It can be seen that the reactive power increases with the increase in the
injected voltage. The increase in real power, reactive power and the voltage
is higher in buses near Bus 7 than the other buses due the presence of UPQC. The
real and reactive powers can be increased by connecting UPQC and they can be
controlled by using the UPQC. Hence the desired power flow can be made in a
bus by providing suitable control to the UPQC.

6.4 Conclusion
Fourteen bus system with and without UPQC is modeled and
simulated. The increase in reactive in reactive power is due to the increase in the
bus voltage. This is due to the voltage injected by UPQC.
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CHAPTER 7

THIRTY BUS SYSTEM WITH UPQC

7.1 General
Standard IEEE-30 bus system is considered for power flow Analysis.
The thirty bus system with and without UPQC is studied and the results of
simulation are presented in this chapter. The effect of multiple UPQC in thirty bus
system is also studied.

In this chapter Thirty bus system is modeled using the blocks of
simulink. The UPQC system is connected in a Thirty bus system to control the real
power, reactive power and voltage. The real power, reactive power and voltage
is observed without connecting the UPQC in a Thirty bus system and
connecting the UPQC system . The readings are tabulated.

Harmonic distortion originates in the nonlinear characteristics of
devices and loads on the power system. The harmonic distortion is measured in
single quantity as Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). Voltages and currents having
frequency components that are not integer multiples of the frequency at which the
supply system is designed to operate are called interharmonics. It can be found
in networks of all voltage levels. The main sources of interharmonics
waveform distortion are power electronic circuits such as static frequency
converters, cycloconverters, induction furnaces and arcing devices. Power line
carrier signals are also coming in this category. These harmonics result in
failure or misoperation of consumer equipments.
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The output of inverter contains odd harmonics. PWM is considered
such that lower order harmonics are eliminated. Higher order harmonics are
harmless since their magnitude is negligible. The output does not contain even
harmonics since the output has odd symmetry. THD is the ratio of harmonic
voltage to the fundamental voltage.
7.2 Model of Thirty Bus System using single UPQC in power systems to
improve power quality
Thirty bus system is analyzed by using the single phase circuit model.
The circuit model of thirty bus system is shown in Fig 7.1(a).

Fig. 7.1(a). Thirty bus system
Simulink model of 30 bus system is shown here. Thirty Bus System is
modeled using the elements of Matlab Simulink and the simulation results are
presented in this section.
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The specifications of the components used for simulation are as follows:
L & C are designed by assuming I = 0.4A, f = 3 kHz & R = 1K

.

L & C for boost converter worksout to be 7.5 mH & 12 µF;
TON = 0.25ms ; TOFF = 0.08 ms.
Scopes are connected to measure receiving end voltage, receiving end
current, real power and reactive power. The generator is represented as series
combination of R,L&E. Each Line is represented by a series impedance. The load
at the receiving end is series combination of resistance of 200
100 mH. The parameters of the additional load are 50

and inductance of

and 50mH. DC required

by the UPQC is applied from a photo cell. The output of UPQC is injected using a
series transformer.
The inverter of DVR used in the UPQC is triggered at 50 Hz. All the
switches are operated with pulses of 10ms width. The pulses given to the other
two switches are displaced by 10ms. The output of the inverter is filtered by using
LC filter. This will reduce heating since harmonics are reduced. The inverter
switches of active filter are triggered at 250Hz.

Real and Reactive power display blocks are added to measure the true
power and reactive power at buses nearer to the location of UPQC. The voltage
sag is created by connecting an additional load in parallel with the existing load.
The real and reactive power at the buses 7 and 3 are shown in Figs 7.1(b) and
7.1(c) respectively. The real and reactive powers increase due to the increase in
the load near these buses. The real and reactive power of bus 21 is shown in Fig
7.1(d).The powers remain the same since bus 21 is far from the point of change in
load.
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Fig. 7.1(b). Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-7
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Q
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Fig. 7.1(c). Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-3
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P

Q
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Fig. 7.1(d). Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-21

VL1

VL2

time

Fig. 7.1(e). Voltage Across Load-1 and Load-2
The voltages across load 1 and load 2 are shown in Fig 7.1(e). The amplitude of
voltage decreases on the application of additional load. In the above figure voltage
across load 1 and 2 is drawn with time on x-axis and time on y-axis. At t=0.2sec,
the voltage across 1 and 2 decreases due to addition of heavy load.
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Fig. 7.2(a). Thirty bus system with the UPQC
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The UPQC circuit is introduced to improve the power quality of multi
bus system. Thirty bus network is represented as a subsystem. This subsystem is
shown in Fig 7.2(b).

Fig. 7.2(b). Thirty Bus Network
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Fig.7.2(c). Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-1
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Fig.7.2(d). Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-7
The figure 7.2(c). represents the real and reactive power across bus 1.
The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From orgin real
and reactive power starts to increase and maintains a constant value. After
t=0.4sec the real and reactive power increases and maintains a constant value due
to injection of emf by the UPQC.
The figure 7.2(d) represents the real and reactive power across bus 7.
The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From origin real
and reactive power starts to increase and maintains a constant value. Before
t=0.4sec the real and reactive power increases and maintains a constant value and
again starts to increase and maintains a constant value after t=0.4sec, due to
injection of emf by the UPQC.
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Fig.7.2(e). Real Power At Bus-15
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time

Fig. 7.2(f). Voltage across load-1 and load-2
The Fig 7.2(e). represents the real power at bus 15. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and the real power on y-axis. From the above wave form
the real power starts to increases and maintain a constant value.
The Fig7.2(f). represents voltage across load 1and 2. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. In the voltage across load 1, upto
t=0.3sec the voltage maintain a constant value and after t=0.3sec the voltage starts
to decreases, after t=0.4sec the voltage starts to increases. The voltage decreases
and then increases due to the action of UPQC. In voltage across load 2, upto
t=0.4sec,the voltage is not available and after t=0.4sec the voltage decreases and
then increases due the action of UPQC.
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Fig. 7.2(g). Real and Reactive Power Across Bus-7
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Fig.7.2(h). Reactive Power At Bus-15
The Fig 7.2(g). represents the real and reactive power at bus 7. The
graph drawn between time on x-axis and the power on y-axis. From the above
wave form the real power starts to decreases and again increases due to injection
of emf by UPQC. The reactive power after t=0.4sec, starts to increases and
maintain a constant value due to injection of emf by UPQC.
The fig7.2(h). represents the reactive power at bus 15. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and reactive power on y-axis. The reactive power starts to
increase from origin and maintain a constant value due to injection of emf by
UPQC.
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Fig. 7.2(i). Real and Reactive Power At Bus-21
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Fig. 7.2(j). Real Power At Bus-29
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time

Fig. 7.2(k). Reactive Power At Bus-29
The figure 7.2(i). represents real and reactive power at bus 21. The
graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the above wave
form the real and reactive power at bus 21 starts to increase from origin and
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maintains a constant value before t=0.4sec. The real and reactive power again
starts to increase and maintains a constant value due to the action of the UPQC.
The figure 7.2(j).and 7.2(k). represents, the real and reactive power at
bus 29. The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the
above waveform the real and reactive power at bus 29 starts to increase from
origin and maintains a constant value due to the action of UPQC.
The summary of real and reactive powers at various buses with and
without UPQC are given in Table 7.1. It can be seen that there is an increase in
real and reactive power due to the addition of UPQC. The increase in real and
reactive power is due to the increase in the voltage.
Table 7.1 Summary of Real and Reactive Powers of IEEE 30 Bus System

BUS NO

REAL POWER
WITHOUT
UPQC (MW)

REAL POWER
WITH UPQC
(MW)

REACTIVE
POWER
WITHOUT
UPQC (MVAR)

REACTIVE
POWER
WITH UPQC
(MVAR)

BUS-7

0.0013

0.0117

0.0032

0.0096

BUS-1

0.277

0.275

0.304

0.352

BUS-3

0.42

0.575

1.32

1.801

BUS-11

3.20

3.21

3.35

3.36

BUS-17

1.089

2.087

2.879

2.978

BUS-19

1.863

2.456

2.388

2.458

BUS-23

3.26

3.351

3.612

3.629

BUS-27

2.891

2.958

3.121

3.221

BUS-30

2.812

2.859

2.843

2.856
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7.3 Model of IEEE 30 Bus System with multiple UPQC
The thirty bus system with two UPQCs is simulated using Matlab and
the results are presented in this section. Two UPQC’s are connected in Thirty Bus
Systems. The real and reactive power are tabulated without connecting the UPQC
and with the UPQC. The voltage sag compensation is made by the UPQC in a
Thirty Bus System. For realizing the voltage sag additional load is added. The
wave forms are observed by connecting the UPQC.

Simulink model of 30 bus system is shown here. Thirty Bus System is
modeled using the elements of Matlab Simulink and the simulation results are
presented in this section.
The specifications of the components used for simulation are as follows:
L & C are designed by assuming I = 0.4A, f = 3 kHz & R = 1K

.

L & C for boost converter worksout to be 7.5 mH & 12 µF;
TON = 0.25ms ; TOFF = 0.08 ms.
Scopes are connected to measure receiving end voltage, receiving end
current, real power and reactive power. The generator is represented as series
combination of R,L&E. Each Line is represented by a series impedance. The load
at the receiving end is series combination of resistance of 200
100 mH. The parameters of the additional load are 50

and inductance of

and 50mH. DC required

by the UPQC is applied from a photo cell. The output of UPQC is injected using a
series transformer.
The inverter of DVR used in the UPQC is triggered at 50 Hz. All the
switches are operated with pulses of 10ms width. The pulses given to the other
two switches are displaced by 10ms. The output of the inverter is filtered by using
LC filter. This will reduce heating since harmonics are reduced. The inverter
switches of active filter are triggered at 250Hz.
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The circuit model of thirty bus system without UPQC is shown in Fig.7.3.1.
Voltage sag across at three buses i.e., bus 4, bus 12 and bus 26.

Fig. 7.3.1. 30 Bus System without UPQC
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VOLT

time
Fig. 7.3.2. Voltage at Bus-4

watts

time
Fig. 7.3.3. Real Power at Bus 4

watts

Time
Fig. 7.3.4. Reactive Power at Bus 4
The fig 7.3.2 represents the voltage at bus 4. The graph drawn between
time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. From the above waveform the voltage at bus
4 maintains a constant value upto t=0.2sec. After that the amplitude of voltage
level decreases due to addition of load.
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The fig 7.3.3 and 7.3.4 represents the real and reactive power at bus 4.
The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the above
waveform the real and reactive power starts to increases from origin and maintain
a constant value upto t=0.2sec after that starts to decreases, again maintain a
constant value. This action takes place since voltage sag created at bus 4.

VOLT

Time
Fig. 7.3.5. Voltage at Bus-12
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Fig. 7.3.6. Real Power at Bus 12
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Time
Fig. 7.3.7. Reactive Power at Bus 12
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The fig 7.3.5 represents the voltage at bus 12. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. From the above waveform the
voltage at bus 12 maintains a constant value upto t=0.2sec. After that the
amplitude of voltage level decreases due to addition of load.

The fig 7.3.6 and 7.3.7 represents the real and reactive power at bus 12.
The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the above
waveform the real and reactive power starts to increases from origin and maintain
a constant value upto t=0.2sec after that starts to decreases, again maintain a
constant value. This action takes place since voltage sag created at bus 12.

VOLT

Time
Fig. 7.3.8. Voltage at Bus-26
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Time
Fig. 7.3.9. Real Power at Bus 26
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watts

Time
Fig. 7.3.10. Reactive Power at Bus 26
The fig 7.3.8 represents the voltage at bus 26. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. From the above waveform the
voltage at bus 26 maintains a constant value upto t=0.2sec. After that the
amplitude of voltage level decreases due to addition of load.

The fig 7.3.9 and 7.3.10 represents the real and reactive power at bus
26. The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the above
waveform the real and reactive power starts to increases from origin and maintain
a constant value upto t=0.2sec after that starts to decreases, again maintain a
constant value. This action takes place since voltage sag created at bus 26.
Thirty bus system with UPQC is shown in Fig.7.3.11. Two UPQCs are
introduced to improve the power quality. They are placed near buses 12 and 27.
The circuit of UPQC is shown in Fig.7.3.12.
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Fig. 7.3.11. 30 Bus Systems with UPQC
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Fig. 7.3.12. Circuit of UPQC

volt

time
Fig. 7.3.13. Voltage at Bus-4
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Fig. 7.3.14. Real Power at Bus 4
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Fig. 7.3.15. Reactive Power at Bus 4
The fig 7.3.13 represents the voltage at bus 4. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. From the above waveform it shows
that, upto t=0.2sec, the amplitude of voltage maintains as a constant and after that
from t=0.2sec to t=0.25sec the amplitude of the voltage decreases. After
t=0.25sec, the voltage recovers to the normal value due to the injection of voltage.
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The fig 7.3.14 and 7.3.15 represents the real and reactive power at

bus

4. The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the above
waveform it shows that, the real and reactive power starts to increases from origin
and maintains a constant value upto t=0.2sec. After that the real and reactive
power starts to decreases and again increases. The real and reactive power
decreases due to the addition of load at the bus 4. It is observed that the real and
reactive powers increase due to the addition of UPQC.
7.4 Conclusion
The thirty bus system is modeled and simulated using the blocks and
elements of simulink. The 30 bus system with UPQC is also simulated. It is
observed that the real and reactive powers increase due to the addition of UPQC.
The voltage profile is also improved by adding UPQC in multiple system.
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CHAPTER 8

FIFTY BUS SYSTEM WITH UPQC

8.1 General
Standard IEEE-50 bus system is considered for power flow Analysis.
The fifty bus system with and without UPQC is studied and the results of
simulation are presented in this chapter. The effect of multiple UPQC in fifty bus
system is also studied.

In a transmission system, the independent control of real power and
reactive power is essential to maintain the desired voltage level in a
transmission system. In this chapter Fifty bus system is considered and it is
modeled by using the blocks of simulink. The UPQC is connected in this
system to achieve the independent control of real and reactive power. The real
power is independently controlled by varying the angle of voltage injection of the
UPQC. The reactive power is controlled by varying the magnitude of shunt
voltage injected by the UPQC.

Harmonic distortion originates in the nonlinear characteristics of
devices and loads on the power system. The harmonic distortion is measured in
single quantity as Total Harmonic Distortion (THD). Voltages and currents having
frequency components that are not integer multiples of the frequency at which the
supply system is designed to operate are called interharmonics. It can be found
in networks of all voltage levels. The main sources of interharmonics
waveform distortion are power electronic circuits such as static frequency
converters, cycloconverters, induction furnaces and arcing devices. Power line
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carrier signals are also coming in this category. These harmonics result in
failure or misoperation of consumer equipments.

The output of inverter contains odd harmonics. PWM is considered
such that lower order harmonics are eliminated. Higher order harmonics are
harmless since their magnitude is negligible. The output does not contain even
harmonics since the output has odd symmetry. THD is the ratio of harmonic
voltage to the fundamental voltage.

8.2 Model of IEEE Fifty Bus System with Multiple UPQC
Simulink model of 50 bus system is shown here. Fifty Bus System is
modeled using the elements of Matlab Simulink and the simulation results are
presented in this section.
The specifications of the components used for simulation are as follows:
L & C are designed by assuming I = 0.4A, f = 3 kHz & R = 1K

.

L & C for boost converter worksout to be 7.5 mH & 12 µF;
TON = 0.25ms ; TOFF = 0.08 ms.
Scopes are connected to measure receiving end voltage, receiving end
current, real power and reactive power. The generator is represented as series
combination of R,L&E. Each Line is represented by a series impedance. The load
at the receiving end is series combination of resistance of 200
100 mH. The parameters of the additional load are 50

and inductance of

and 50mH. DC required

by the UPQC is applied from a photo cell. The output of UPQC is injected using a
series transformer.
The inverter of DVR used in the UPQC is triggered at 50 Hz. All the
switches are operated with pulses of 10ms width. The pulses given to the other
two switches are displaced by 10ms. The output of the inverter is filtered by using
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LC filter. This will reduce heating since harmonics are reduced. The inverter
switches of active filter are triggered at 250Hz.

Fig.8.2.1. 50 Bus System Without the UPQC
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Fifty bus system is represented using single line diagram to perform
simulation steadies. There are 8 generator buses and 42 load buses. The shunt
capacitance of the wires is neglected. The 50 bus system without UPQC is shown

voltage
voltage

in Fig.8.2.1. Additional load is connected at buses 4 and 12.

Fig.8.2.2. Voltage at Bus-4

time
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time
Fig.8.2.3. Real Power at Bus 4

Watts

time
Fig.8.2.4. Reactive Power at Bus 4
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The fig 8.2.2 represents the voltage at bus 4. The graph drawn between
time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. From t=0sec to t=0.2sec the amplitude of
the voltage maintains as a same value. At t=0.2sec the amplitude of the voltage
decreases by adding additional load at bus 4.
The fig 8.2.3 and 8.2.4 represents the real and reactive power at bus 4.
The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the above
waveform it shows that, the real and reactive power starts to increases from origin
and maintains a constant value upto t=0.2sec. After that the real and reactive
power starts to decreases and again increases. The real and reactive power

voltage

decreases due to the addition of load at the bus 4.

time
Fig.8.2.5. Voltage at Bus-12
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Fig.8.2.6. Real Power at Bus 12
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time
Fig.8.2.7. Reactive Power at Bus 12
The fig 8.2.5 represents the voltage at bus 12. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis.

From t=0sec to t=0.2sec the

amplitude of the voltage maintains as a same value. At t=0.2sec the amplitude of
the voltage decreases by adding additional load at bus 12.
The fig 8.2.6 and 8.2.7 represents the real and reactive power at bus 12.
The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the above
waveform it shows that, the real and reactive power starts to increases from origin
and maintains a constant value upto t=0.2sec. After that the real and reactive
power starts to decreases and again increases. The real and reactive power

voltage

decreases due to the addition of load at the bus 12.

time
Fig.8.2.8. Voltage at Bus-26
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Fig.8.2.9. Real Power at Bus 26
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Fig.8.2.10. Reactive Power at Bus 26
The fig 8.2.8 represents the voltage at bus 26. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis.

From t=0sec to t=0.2sec the

amplitude of the voltage maintains as a same value. At t=0.2sec the amplitude of
the voltage decreases by adding additional load at bus 26.
The fig 8.2.9 and 8.2.10 represents the real and reactive power at
bus 26. The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the
above waveform it shows that, the real and reactive power starts to increases from
origin and maintains a constant value upto t=0.2sec. After that the real and
reactive power starts to decreases and again increases. The real and reactive power
decreases due to the addition of load at the bus 26.
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Fig.8.2.11. THD
The spectrum for current is shown in Fig. 8.2.11. The frequency spectrum is
drawn with frequency on x-axis and magnitude of voltage on y-axis.The
magnitude of higher order harmonics are negligible. The height decreases with the
increase in the order of harmonics. This is due to the increased impedance at high
frequency. The THD is 14.2%.
50 bus system with UPQC is shown in Fig. 8.2.12. The UPQCs are
introduced near buses 4 and 12. The circuit of UPQC is shown in Fig. 8.2.13 The
bus voltage, real power and reactive power at buses 4,12,18,26,45 and 48 are
shown in figure 8.2.14 to 8.2.31. The spectrum for the current with UPQC is
shown in figure 8.2.32. The THD reduces to 3.2%. From the summary of real and
reactive powers at various Buses with and without UPQC it can be seen that there
is an increase in real and reactive power due to the addition of UPQC. The
increase in real and reactive power is due to the increase in the voltage.
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Fig.8.2.12. 50 Bus Systems with UPQC
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Fig.8.2.13. Circuit of UPQC
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Fig.8.2.14 Voltage at Bus-4
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Fig.8.2.15. Real Power at Bus 4
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Fig.8.2.16. Reactive Power at Bus 4
The fig 8.2.14 represents the voltage at bus 4. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis.

From t=0sec to t=0.2sec the

amplitude of the voltage maintains as a same value. At t=0.2sec the amplitude of
the voltage decreases by adding additional load at bus 4. From t=0.25sec, the
voltage recovers to the normal value due to the injection of voltage.
The fig 8.2.15 and 8.2.16 represents the real and reactive power at bus
4. The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the above
waveform it shows that, the real and reactive power starts to increases from origin
and maintains a constant value upto t=0.2sec. After that the real and reactive
power starts to decreases and again increases. The real and reactive power
decreases due to the addition of load at the bus 4. And again it starts to increases
due to the addition of UPQC.

voltage
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time
Fig.8.2.17. Voltage at Bus-12
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Fig.8.2.18.. Real Power at Bus 12
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Fig.8.2.19. Reactive Power at Bus 12
The fig 8.2.17 represents the voltage at bus 12. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis.

From t=0sec to t=0.2sec the
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amplitude of the voltage maintains as a same value. At t=0.2sec the amplitude of
the voltage decreases by adding additional load at bus 12. From t=0.25sec, the
voltage recovers to the normal value due to the injection of voltage.
The fig 8.2.18 and 8.2.19 represents the real and reactive power at bus
12. The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the
above waveform it shows that, the real and reactive power starts to increases from
origin and maintains a constant value upto t=0.2sec. After that the real and
reactive power starts to decreases and again increases. The real and reactive power
decreases due to the addition of load at the bus 12. And again it starts to increases

voltage

due to the addition of UPQC.

time
Fig.8.2.20. Voltage at Bus-18
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Fig.8.2.21. Real Power at Bus 18
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Fig.8.2.22. Reactive Power at Bus 18
The fig 8.2.20 represents the voltage at bus 18. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. After t=0.25sec, the amplitude of
the voltage starts increases due to action of UPQC.
The fig 8.2.21 and 8.2.22 represents the real and reactive power at bus
18. The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the
above waveform it shows that, the real and reactive power starts to increases from
origin and maintains a constant value upto t=0.25sec. After that the real and

voltage

reactive power starts to increases due to the addition of UPQC.

time
Fig.8.2.23. Voltage at Bus-26
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Fig.8.2.24. Real Power at Bus 26
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Fig.8.2.25. Reactive Power at Bus 26
The fig 8.3.23 represents the voltage at bus 26. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. From the above waveform it shows
that, upto t=0.2sec, the amplitude of voltage maintains as a constant and after that
from t=0.2sec to t=0.25sec the amplitude of the voltage decreases. After
t=0.25sec, the voltage recovers to the normal value due to the injection of voltage.
The fig 8.2.24 and 8.2.25 represents the real and reactive
power at bus 26. The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis.
From the above waveform it shows that, the real and reactive power starts to
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increases from origin and maintains a constant value upto t=0.2sec. After that the
real and reactive power starts to decreases and again increases. The real and
reactive power decreases due to the addition of load at the bus 26. And again it

voltage

starts to increases due to the addition of UPQC.

time
Fig.8.2.26. Voltage at Bus 45
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Fig.8.2.27. Real Power at Bus 45
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Fig.8.2.28. Raective Power at Bus 45
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The fig 8.2.26 represents the voltage at bus 45. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. After t=0.25sec, the amplitude of
the voltage starts increases due to action of UPQC.
The fig 8.2.27 and 8.2.28 represents the real and reactive power at bus
45. The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the
above waveform it shows that, the real and reactive power starts to increases from
origin and maintains a constant value upto t=0.25sec. After that the real and

voltage

reactive power starts to increases due to the addition of UPQC.

time
Fig.8.2.29. Voltage at Bus 48
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Fig.8.2.30. Real Power at Bus 48
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Fig.8.2.31. Reactive Power at Bus 48
The fig 8.2.29 represents the voltage at bus 48. The graph drawn
between time on x-axis and voltage on y-axis. After t=0.25sec, the amplitude of
the voltage maintains a constant value due to action of UPQC.
The fig 8.2.30 and 8.2.31 represents the real and reactive power at bus
48. The graph drawn between time on x-axis and power on y-axis. From the
above waveform it shows that, the real and reactive power starts to increases from
origin and maintains a constant value due to the addition of UPQC.

Fig.8.2.32. THD
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The spectrum for current with UPQC is shown in Fig. 8.2.32. The frequency
spectrum is drawn with frequency on x-axis and magnitude of voltage on yaxis.The magnitude of higher order harmonics are negligible. The height decreases
with the increase in the order of harmonics. This is due to the increased impedance
at high frequency. The THD is 3.2%.The Summary of real and reactive power
with and without UPQC are shown in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1 Summary of Real and Reactive Power of Fifty Bus System

BUS
NO

REAL
POWER
WITHOUT
UPQC (MW)

BUS-1
BUS-2
BUS-3
BUS-4
Bus-5
Bus-6
Bus-7
Bus-8
Bus-9
Bus-10
Bus-11
Bus-12
Bus-13
Bus-14
Bus-15
Bus-16
BUS-17
BUS-18
BUS-19
BUS-20
BUS-21
BUS-22
BUS-23

0.277
0.263
0.42
0.378
0.321
0.311
0.321
0.318
0.309
0.356
3.20
3.11
2.13
1.89
1.25
1.069
1.089
1.068
1.863
1.861
0.378
3.26
1.089

REAL
POWER
WITH
UPQC
(MW)
0.275
0.272
0.575
2.431
0.442
0.378
0.358
0.346
0.336
0.373
3.21
3.12
2.18
1.982
1.45
1.76
2.087
2.042
2.456
2.452
2.431
3.351
2.087

REACTIVE
POWER
WITHOUT
UPQC
(MVAR)
0.304
0.301
1.32
2.210
2.23
2.27
2.26
2.241
2.238
2.861
3.35
3.23
2.29
1.971
1.38
1.86
2.879
2.798
2.388
2.386
2.210
3.612
2.879

REACTIVE
POWER
WITH
UPQC
(MVAR)
0.352
0.348
1.801
2.788
2.791
2.810
2.842
2.846
2.832
2.989
3.36
3.25
2.28
1.998
1.57
1.89
2.978
2.861
2.458
2.451
2.788
3.629
2.978
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Read Table 8.1 (continued)
Bus-24

1.89

1.982

1.971

1.998

BUS-25

2.891

2.958

3.121

3.221

BUS-26

2.812

2.859

2.843

2.856

BUS-27

0.42

0.575

1.32

1.801

Bus-29

3.20

3.21

3.35

3.36

BUS-30

0.378

2.431

2.210

2.788

Bus-31

0.321

0.442

2.23

2.791

Bus-32

0.311

0.378

2.27

2.810

Bus-33

0.321

0.358

2.26

2.842

Bus-34

0.318

0.346

2.241

2.846

Bus-35

1.89

1.982

1.971

1.998

BUS-36

0.42

0.575

1.32

1.801

Bus-37

0.311

0.378

2.27

2.810

Bus-38

0.321

0.358

2.26

2.842

Bus-39

0.318

0.346

2.241

2.846

Bus-40

0.309

0.336

2.238

2.832

Bus-41

0.356

0.373

2.861

2.989

Bus-42

3.20

3.21

3.35

3.36

Bus-43

3.11

3.12

3.23

3.25

Bus-44

2.13

2.18

2.29

2.28

Bus-45

1.89

1.982

1.971

1.998

Bus-46

1.25

1.45

1.38

1.57

Bus-47

1.069

1.76

1.86

1.89

BUS-48

1.089

2.087

2.879

2.978

BUS-49

1.58

2.56

2.98

2.97

BUS-50

1.681

2.781

2.89

2.987
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8.3 Results and Discussions
The fifty bus system is modeled and simulated using the blocks and
elements of simulink. The 50 bus system with UPQC is also simulated. From the
above wave forms and table it is cleared that the following things are noticed.
From the bus voltage wave forms, the decreases due to addition of the
extra load. The voltage recovers to the normal value due to the injection of
voltage.
From the summary of real and reactive powers at various Buses with and
without UPQC it can be seen that there is an increase in real and reactive
power due to the addition of UPQC. The increase in real and reactive
power is due to the increase in the voltage.
From the current spectrum wave forms with UPQC THD reduces from
14.2% to 3.2%.
8.4 Conclusion
The Fifty Bus System is modeled and simulated using the blocks and
elements of Simulink. The Fifty Bus System with UPQC is also simulated.
It is observed that the real and reactive powers increase due to the addition
of UPQC. The voltage profile is also improved by adding UPQC in
multiple system.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

9.1 General
The UPQC system is successfully designed and modeled using the
circuit elements of simulink. The sag in the voltage is created by applying an
additional heavy load at the receiving end. This sag is compensated by using the
DVR part of UPQC. The simulation results are in line with the predictions. The
THD in the output is reduced by operating the inverter at 250 Hz. The hardware is
fabricated and tested using PIC micro controller. The experimental results closely
agree with the simulation results.

The eight bus system with UPQC is successfully designed and modeled
using the circuit elements of simulink. The sag in the voltage is created by
applying an additional heavy load at the receiving end. This sag is compensated by
using DVR.The simulation results are in line with the predictions. The THD in the
output is reduced by UPQC.

The fourteen bus system is drawn by using the corresponding data.
This is simulated and the results are presented. The results indicate that the power
quality is improved by introducing UPQC. The thirty bus system is simulated and
the corresponding results are given. Multiple UPQCs are proposed to maintain the
required voltage.

The fifty bus system is also simulated and the corresponding results are
given. Multiple UPQCs are proposed to maintain the required voltage.
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9.2 Scope for further work.
The scope of this work is the modeling and simulation of eight bus,
fourteen bus, thirty bus and fifty bus systems. Simulation of sixty four bus system
is yet to be done.
The simulation is done using Matlab. The simulation can be repeated
with PSCAD or PSIM for comparison purpose. The hardware is done using PIC.
The hardware may be implemented using DSP processor.
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